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student newspaper of Wprcester Polytechnic Institute 
Tuesday, February 18, 1975 Volume 3, Numbe~ 3 
esolving the grade controversy 
by Greg Crpoano 
five years ago an Innovative 
• ldut:auonat philosophy was invoked at this 
and with it a disposal of the traditional 
;• pdl•ng system occurred as a necessary out-
~rnv.rtn. The framers of rhe PLAN obviously 
that letter grades, QPA, or whatever 
wish to call this nonsense, Is an inef-
means of assisting an individual to 
his or her self. What supposed tunc-
then do grades serve. if any at all7 
Foremost, they are virtually always 
~"'•ou:u with a measure of knowledge-in a 
narrow-minded area. How this 
on •• r ... .,, .... 
sponsored by the 
Committee on Academic Policy 
Time: February 25 
Tuesday Academic 
Planning Day 
4: 00-5:30 p.m. 
: Libr Seminar 
A second supposed function grades serve 
been cited as a form of feedback to the 
as to what his or her "progress" is 
and •n this sense grades are said to act as a 
motivational tool (reward structure in 
disguise). Th1s is indeed nonsense if a school 
seeks to foster intellectual maturity in 1ts 
students Motivational tools imply spoon-
feeding and a need for feedback is a lack of a 
healthy self perspective. These functions of 
grading are clearly antithesis to the 
educational philosophy of this school. 
Thirdly, quahty control (if one wishes to 
call it that) is firmly entrenched in an in-
stitution's grading system, traditionally 
speaking. Students "make the grade" and 
the institution is satisfied for the most part 
concerning the quality of education tran-
sp~ring. However, as the system itself is 
based on somewhat arbitrary, sometimes 
erroneous evaluation methods, quality con· 
trot becomes a vo1d concept. This neat, tech-
nical educational solution to the quality con-
trol paranoia lacks realism. Being such an 
ambiguous concept by nature it can have 
no general relevancy. Quality control is a by-
product of an educational program that has a 
SUitable teacher-student dialogue. QC via the 
grading system is ineffective and should be 
replaced by a more relevant and meaningful 
verbal exchange beneficial to both parties. 
Th1s is something we need more of on 
campus to be sure. 
Finally, there is the graduate school and 
employment phenomena. Professional 
schools, especially medicine and law, and in-
dustrial employers love to assure people by 
1wo digit numbers due primarily to their own 
laziness. I for one refuse to be dehumanized 
m suet) a fashion. My feeling Is that suitable 
recommendations from warm bodies carry 
more significance in the end than cold, 
lifeless n.umbers. Obviously the validity of 
inAid information 
This is a notice for all students who will be 
for fmancial aid for the academic 
of 1975-76. 
application package contains a lot of 
Information along with the required 
ts' Confidential Statement. Before you 
all of the Information onto your 
lap for them to fill out, please note 
section of the last page of the 
your parents check off the "YES" box, 
are authorizing Mr. Heselbarth to 
their income information with you. If 
parents check off the "NO" box. all 
information must remain con-
fidential In other words, if you ever have any 
questions regarding your financial aid, and 
you w1sh to discuss them with M r. 
Heselbarth, the most he can tell you is that 
your parents don't want you to know what 
their income situation really is. Of course 
you'll get upset with Mr. Heselbarth, but you 
really should get upset with your parents. 
TITey chose to check off the " NO" box. 
One way to alleviate this problem is to 
discuss. wrth your parents, which box they 
are going to check..off before they complete 
the form. 
Last Week' s Blood Drive netted the Red Cross 450 pints of WPI blood, In spite 
Of poor wNther •ncl sl .. pless pledges. ( Egerton photo) 
any recommendation is a funct1on of 
student teacher communication. 
One of my reasons for entering WPI was 
the PLAN grading system. My secondary 
school expenence lett a rancid taste behind 
with regards to grading. The competition it 
•nstilled was pointless. The educational 
atmosphere grades promote is stifling .to a 
young, creative, exploring student - the 
pressure for some is unsurmountable, they 
drop out. Learning should be an enjoyable 
experience. Were it not for the educational 
liberality of this school that statement would 
not be true for myself. I know on this point I 
am not alone. If traditional g rading is rein· 
traduced under the plan, even in an amended 
form, th1s institution will be preaching one 
philosophy while realizing another. 
Tuition up $250 
However, there are people on campus, 
faculty and stude.nts alike, who are no way 
convmced of these common sense ob-
servations. These people are pushmg for a 
change 1n grading systems, from the present 
system to A,B,C,NR. No QPA is proposed in 
the change. nevertheless, this seems to be 
the next logical step - backwards In my 
opinion. The Committee on Academic 
Policy, of which I am a student member, is in 
the process of assessing the need, if any, for 
such a change. An open debate, held by the 
CAP, w1ll be held concerning this Feb. 26., 
Tues., Academ1c Plan11ing day, 4-5:30 p.m. in 
the Library Seminar Room. All interested 
students and faculty are urged to come and 
state their candid opinions. Perhaps we can 
put 11n end to this needless controversy. 
Trustees vote increases 
Saturday, Feb. 8, the board of trustees of 
WPI approved a new $14.8 million budget for 
the 1975·76 fiscal and academic year. Total 
expenditures are expected to rise 8.6 per cent 
next year. Tuition will rise $250, from $2900 
to S3150 effective September, 1975. David E. 
Lloyd, vice-president for business affairs, 
presented the budget to the board. 
Increases 1n room and board rates are 
anticipated, but because prices are changing 
so frequently now. WPI will not set next 
years rates until later on in the year. An-
ticipated 1ncreases call for a 10 per cent In· 
crease in rooms and 16 per cent increase in 
the food service. These increases are within 
the present Inflationary trend and are 
Format changes 
somewhat lower than most private New 
England colleges and universities. 
The WPI Plan to Balance the Budget has 
reached its midpoint 1n its five-year program 
and reports it has raised $1 1,369,381 of its 
$18.5 million goal. 
President Hazzard repor ted on the 
renovation of Salisbury labs. The top floor 
w1ll remain sealed off because estimates for 
its renovation was in excess of the $1.5 
million allocated for the life Sciences Center 
which would occupy it. 
Dean Aeutllnger feported that admission 
applications are being received at the same 
rate as last year with transfer and women ap-
plicants coming at a higher rate. 
Humanities Department 
lEd Note. The following is the first in what 
we hope wl'll be e reguiiJr column on chiJngtJs 
within academic departments. Comments 
and suggestions are welcome and should be 
sent to Box 2472.1 
by Toby Gouker 
It looks as though the Humanities depart-
ment of WPI Is going to be changing its 
philosophy about the sufficiency next year. 
There are courses being dropped and new 
courses added. These new courses are m-
tended to provide a conceptual introduction 
to the major disciplines in humanities studies. 
Students will encounter the basic methods 
of critical analysis for their future studies in 
specific areas of the humanities. These 
subJects are not just surveys or historical 
overvtews Each one of the four courses will 
be offered during terms, A,B,S, and D of 
every year. There will be a limited enrollment 
1n each of the classes. 
The Humanities department recommends 
that students who are reasonably certain of 
1he1r area for their sufficiency should take the 
appropriate core course. If the student is 
uncertain of his area, he should take two of 
the core courses. All students are en-
couraged to take two core courses beyond 
the Humanities Sufficiency. 
The courses that were deleted are: 
HU 1000 Utopias and Communes 
HU 1001 Romanticism 
NEWSPEAK policy on free cleulfieds · 
The new courses are: 
HU 1000 Concepts of Analysis in 
Philosophy, Religion, and Ethics Cat. 1, SC. 
Th1s course is d1vided into two parts: The 
first deals with the basic concepts, premises, 
and reasoning methods. found in philosophy, 
relig1on and ethics, the second part com-
pares and contrasts various philosophical, 
religious, and ethical points of view. 
HU 1001 Concepts of literary Analysis 
Cat. ISC 
This course will present and examine 
various genres of literature. and various 
methods of critical mquiry in literature. 
HU 1002 Concepts of Historical Analysis 
Cat. 1. SC 
This course focuses on . one or more 
historical problems. It explores the nature 
and methodology of historical inquiry. 
HU 1003 Introduction to the Arts Cat. 1. 
cs 
This course provides an introduction to a 
critical understanding of thA arts of poetry, 
music, drama, film, painting, and sculptum. It 
serves to acquaint the student With a crit;cal 
vocabulary needed to understand each an 
more fully. HU 1003, whenever possible, will 
make use of the current events 1n the 
Worcester area. events such as art shows. 
museums, concerts, plays and films 
Fundamentals of Music II, Cat. 1 SC 
This course is bemg changed form In 
dependent study 
In view of some P••t problem•, some recent. •om• not, we find It necessery to •er 
down the following pollcle• for our fr•e cl••slfled/1/l•ctlon · 
11 A ll•ds mu•t beln good te11te Ito b•Judg•d bl' th• Edfror$). 
21 Anonymou11 1ds of • quutloneble n•ture will b• printed only •t th• dl11cretlon of rhe 
Editors 
3l We do not •s1ume re!lponsfbll/ty for typogr•phlcelerron, upec1•lll' thon c.u:sed by 
poor penmen:sh/p 
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Editorials: MASS PIRG tries again 
Reporter's notebOok 
It would be interesting to see how Mass 
PIRG does In their second attempt to move 
Into WPI. With the wave of apathy on 
campus steadily soaring, it would be fairly 
easy to overwhelm the WPI Community 
without too much trouble. Three years ago, 
PIRG failed to receive a decent amount of 
votes in a referendum and quietly slipped out 
the back door. Now they are trying again, but 
using a different approach. This time they are 
trying to get 51 per cent of the student body 
to sign a peution instead of risking another 
defeat at the polls. 
Also, how a private engineering school will 
take to an organization that Is generally 
opposed to highway construction, nuclear 
power plants, and large renewal projects will 
be very Interesting indeed. 
This column is not to condemn or condone 
PIRG. PIRG is very active in other fields too, 
Wastepaper 
Contrary to what many people would 
undoubtedly like to believe, this is not a 
statement of an opinion of Newspeak. In-
stead, it reflects a concern over the enor-
mous amounts of paper wasted daily by all of 
WPI in general. 
Just by virtue m of being a college, WPI 
naturally consumes a large amount of paper 
each year. Intra-campus communication 
must be maintained, and our educations 
really should continue, so the bulk of our 
paper consumption will continue. Some 
things can be done, such as recycling en-
velopes and trimming wasteful practices, but 
we will continue to use much paper. 
At this point, two major areas of waste 
make themselves conspicuous on campus: 
the computer center and notices. The 
volume of !legitimate) work done at WACCC 
will continue to eat paper, in spite of efforts 
by WACCC's administrators to cut down. 
The real waste comes from, and can be cut 
down by, the users. Anyone who works the 
1·0 desk at WACCC can tell some good 
horror stories about users, generally 
" turkeys," who Indiscriminately generate up 
to hundreds of pages of output they don't 
really need, and sometimes never look at. 
(This doesn't include honest mistakes, which 
I have recently become notorious for.) 
Another area in l'leed of vast improvement 
is the use of computer cards. Cards are made 
of very high quality paper, and the con· 
struction and operation of the keypunches is 
such that it is very easy for the careless to 
throw out one or two blank cards with every 
bad one. The solution: don't be careless. 
"'-'et'l11lll , • •• ..........,. .... 
among them being consumer and civil rights 
protection. But still, PIRG isn't exactly what 
you would expect to find on a private 
engtneering campus. 
Peter J. Mulvihill 
OAK BDM ELK 
No college is complete without bulletin 
boards and walls covered with notices, 
wh1ch are generally useful. However, a little 
bit of planning and thought can eliminate the 
need of burying the intended audience. The 
Mass PIRG chapter organization group 
comes Immediately to mind, but aren't alone 
by any means. 
Finally, the most obvious point to bring us 
is the very newsprint you happen to be 
reading right now. The 3500 issues we print 
each week may seem excessive by an off· 
hand evaluation ll'm sure someone out there 
is saying one issue is excessive), but virtually 
all of the papers disappear each week; if we 
find that a substantial number are going 
unused, we'll look into cutting down. If you 
stop wasting our paper, we'll stop giving it to 
you. 
Recycling of paper has lost the major part 
of its usefulness since the price of scrap 
paper plummeted several months ago. The 
reason: the market is glutted with scrap 
paper. The solution; cut down on the scrap. 
NtJWSPIIBk would be happy to act as a 
medium of an exchange of ideas on this 
subject (or almost any subject), and would 
especially appreciate h;;aring from those on 
campus who have been working toward 
elimination of waste. In the meantime, the 
rest of us can start being a bit more careful 
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During the next two weeks students from 
WPI will be asking you to sign a petition 
supporting Mass PIRG. In order for Mass 
PIRG to become a viable organization on 
campus a majority of the WPI students must 
support 11. You can do this by signing the 
petition. If 1t is signed by a majority of 
students the school will act as a collection 
agency for PIRG's membership fee. The 
student government supports tacking on $2 
per semester to the student activity fee. A 
possible alternative is for the $2 to be listed 
separately on the bill. In the latter case it 
would be stated that this amount could be 
deducted If desired. In either case it would be 
possible to get the money back at sometime 
during the year, if you changed your mind 
about PIRG. 
Why should I support PIRG7 Mass PIRG is 
essentially your representative. It is there to 
combat the injustices plaguing the con-
sumers of this state. In these times of in· 
flation we need to be sure that we are not 
being taken advantage of by some un-
scrupulous business persons. 
What is PIRG doing? Presently PIRG is 
combatting violations of the truth in ad-
vertising law, challenging laws that prohibit 
advertising prescription drugs. using all legal 
means to protect the ecology, not to mention 
much more. To cite an example; Route 7 is a 
proposed super highway running from 
Norwalk, Conn. to Burlington, Vt. It was 
being built in various small sections to make 
one superhighway. The reason for this is that 
when these small sections are built it is not 
necessary ro have in depth ecological studies 
done, but it is when a superhighway is built. 
PIRG brought this to court and " Judge 
James L. Oakes of Vermont's Federal District 
Court agreed with the Coalitions view and 
ruled that an acceptabl' emtironmental 
analysis considering the impact of the high· 
way on the entire three-state area would 
have to be done before further building could 
occur''. 1 This is just one example of how 
PIRG helped protect the environment. . 
This has been a quick overview of what 
PIRG is and what it is doing. Do you think 
that $4 a year is too much to spend on a 
group that does what PIRG does? If your 
answer is NO then you should sign the 
petition, this week. If your answer is YES 
then I hope you will think more about what 
the environment means to you. 
1: Mass PIRG Reports Vo1 ~ No 2 Spring 
1975 
John M. Zimmerman 
This week there are several students 
collecting signatures on a petition to 
organize and establish a chapter of Mass 
PIRG at WPI. 
ll 's good to see that there is a solid core 
group of students, despite the general 
apathy on campus. that are interested 
enough in affairs outside the campus to get 
1nvolved in a large persuasive organization 
w1th detinue goals and ideals. 
There are several other large 
organizations, student chapters of larger 
organizations, etc. on this campus and from 
all appearances. Mass PIRG just wants to 
101n the ranks of the rest of them. There Is 
JUSt one thing, Mass PIRG wants one thing 
lhe others don't have: guaranteed mem-
bership. Under Mass PIRG's proposal, a 
mandatory two dollar fee would be added to 
1he social fee on each student's bill at the 
beginning of terms A and C, and therefore 
you are a paid member of the WPI chapter of 
Mass PIRG, automatically. 
In a talk w lth a Mass PIRG promoter, th:S 
procedure goes on at every college and 
university PI RG is affiliated wi1h. If a person 
w1shes not to be a member of this 
organizauon, about three weeks after the 
start of the term, there will be a day where he 
may have his name stricken from mem-
bership role and have his two dollars 
refunded. But you must do this everytlme 
WPI sends you a bill, if you do not want to be 
a member of PIRG. 
PIRG may be a good thing for this campUI 
as a organization, but it should remain in ita 
perspective as a student organization just • 
any other group of private interest do and 
should not be entirely dominant in the way it 
wants things done. As the PIRG petition il 
set up now, only those definitely opposed to 
joining Mass PIRG will make the effort to get 
their money back. Those who just do not 
care about PIRG. its work, views, at 
opinions, can be claimed as members bY 
Mass PIRG because their apathy is at such 1 
level that they won't even bother to collect 
their refund, or they'll completely forget 
about it. 
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Instead, PIRG should ask those who want 
to join and work for them to sign up and theft 
pay any membership fee just as every other T 0 
ca,mpus organization does. They should • be 
no time assu~\the whole student body • 
members, nor should they demand an initill Pn 
deposit IHranted, $2 gets lost in a bill of ow col 
$2,0001 from those that do not want to jOifl, ye; 
even if they be in a small minorlrj. up 
Mass PIRG could be very good for thll fu1 
campus, but it is starting off on the wrOfll var 
~- ~ 
Peter J. Mulvihill slg 
• BDM 
OAK I 
w~ 
ne. 
•.................................................... 1~· in 
Wasting energy 
In the midst of a financial crisis, and in the 
midst of an energy crisis it pays economically 
and makes good sense to conserve energy. 
Many people may not realize this school is in 
a economic hoi*'. As good a way ea any to 
contribute to the survival of the school is to 
save energy. • 
Goddard Hall always seema to be overly 
hot. So hot as to necessitate the oj>ening of 
windows in the middle of winter. The 
temperature does fluctuat, but remains in 
the mid tn high seventies. According to a 
study made by the Honeywell Corporation 
from 3 to 10 percent of heating costa could 
be saved per degree lowered. All the 
buildings should be kept no higher than 68 
degrees and the lower the better. 
The freshmen dorms temperature varies 
the most of any of the buildings. · If the 
temperature remains constant, heat is 
READING CLASS 
15 hours-SS 
Inquiries: Boynton 205 
conserved. Presently the radiators h 
manuel control valves. These make havtng 
constant heat difficult. To Co 
pensate tor a hot room the windows 
opened. This over compensates and 
radiator is forced to work harder, the 
wasting energy. 
There is a way each of us who drive I 
school everyday to save energy. If f 
people shared the costs in a car pool then 
would cost each person % of what it w 
have cost if that person drove in alone. 
inducement for this would be a special 
for. carpools. 
Even more energy could be saved if 
school could institute a commuter 
system traveling through the various s 
towns and picking up students and faculty 
specific set locations. This service would 
strongly suggested and could be helped 
there was a special higher parking rate 
those who could and did not use the bus. 
any case the rate for the bus could 
cheaper than if each person drove 
school. Discussion invited. 
John M . Zimmerman 
RWW 
ELK 
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- Letters: 
Who killed JFK? 
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No credible evidence suggests that the 
shots were fired from the railroad bridge over 
1he Triple Underpass, the nearby railroad 
yards or any place other than the Texas 
School Book Depository Building." ' 
The above was the conclusion drawn by 
the Warren Commission upon its publication 
of the Report of the President's Commission 
on the Assllssin11tion of President John F. 
Kennedy. 
During the weekend of Jan. 31-Feb. 2, this 
conclusion once again came under fire. At 
Boston University The Politics of Consplrecy 
Convention was held to allow several 
reported "experts" expound on their own 
theories as to what happened that fateful 
afternoon in Dallas. While theory upon 
theory was brought forth, the main purpose 
of the convention was to make known the 
inadequacy of the Warren Commission 
Report, !hereafter referred to as the WCRl as 
.veil as many other purported "facts." 
Included among those speaking at the 
conference were Wayne Castain who has 
researched the Martin Luther King killing, 
Mark Lane of Rush to Judgment and WPI 
speaking engagement fame, Peter Dale 
Scott who has researched possible Dallas to 
Watergate links, as well as many others. Jim 
Garrison. a New Orleans attorney, was 
scheduled but was unable to attend. 
The convention consisted primarily of 
three parts. On Friday night Mark Lane 
presented a keynote address and spoke of 
the difficulties of research into domestic 
assassinations. During Lane's talk a copy of 
the Zapruder film was shown. For the 
uninitiated, the Zapruder film was taken at 
the assassination she and must remain the 
most convincing denial of the WCR finding 
or a single assassin. The Zapruder film clearly 
shows the President clutching his throat and 
beginning to lean forward slightly as he Is 
first hit Moments later the right temple area 
of the President explodes in a mass of blood 
and Kennedy is obviously driven btJckw11rds 
and to his left The film had to convince all 
those who viewed it that a minimum of one 
shot was fired from the right and in front of 
the President. Unfortunately for the Warren 
Commission, at the time of this hit, (frame 
313 of the Zapruder film) z Oswald, the 
alleged assassin, was far behind the 
~residential motorcade. It thus becomes 
• clear that the Commission finding that 
Oswald fired the fatal shot cannot be 
believed. 
Lane's keynote address was Interrupted 
several times by a man in the balcony who 
shouted, " No, No" and "Let's see the film" 
following many of Lane's statements. Inex-
plicably, after the film was shown, the 
dissenting voice was no longer heard. 
The invalidity of the WCR, in my own 
mind, has long been a foregone conclusion. 
For this reason, ensuing articles will anempt 
to deal with the various areas of controversy 
that were brought out in the last two days of 
convention. These topics included: the 
murders of Roben Kennedy, Martin Luther 
King, Malcom X, Fred Hampton and others. 
The attempted assassination of George 
Wallace. CIA domestic intelligence work, 
and the above mentioned possible Dallas to 
Watergate links. 
Should anyone be interested in contacting 
me about the actual mechanics of the John 
Kennedy assassination, or be interested in 
seeing a column on any of the many areas of 
controversy, 
1. Oswald. murder 
2. Death of key witnesses 
3. News media cover up 
4. Oswald background 
5 . Faked photographs 
6. Jack Ruby background 
7. FBI and Zapruder film 
8. Entrance or exit wound? 
I can be reached by leaving a note in Box 
328. Those who are Interested in the ad-
dresses where more information can be 
received, may do likewise. 
1 Name withheld upon request 
WCR., p. 61 
2 WCR., p. 108--109 
PIRG is here 
To the Editors: 
All during this wee'< and next students will 
be asking you to sign a petition requesting 
President Hazzard to allow Mass PIRG to 
collect a $1 per term fee (payable twice 
yearly) from each participating student. I call 
upon every single student, undergrad., grad., 
filA or pan time, to carefully weigh the ed· 
ventages of a QPI chapter of Mass PIRG 
lpinst your own conceptions before you 
lign or refuse to sign that Petition. 
Last Thursday we talked with students 
who were interested in petitioning for the 
necessary majority studeot vote. We have a 
MK:leus of very inteteeted people, inter.ted 
In working with Mass PIRG on campus. 
That's all wetland good, but why should the 
-..age student get excited over another 
ltUdent organization at WPI? "What can and 
w11 Mass PIRG do for me? is a pn~ctlcaf 
question when your money is involved. 
The involvement of 1000 eng1neen, 
ICientists and technologists will be of in-
*uable assistance in combatlng injusticea 
lpinst the consumer in this country. Mass 
PIRG is one of twenty three etat81 
OIQ8nizations who pool their resourc• and 
llllnts when beneficial to the public Interest. 
At least, you can be linked up with students 
~ seventeen other colleges around 
"-sachusetts to aid in making for better 
Jl Illations between the Massachuaetta 
uti COnsumer and the busln811es which "serve 
An '*"· 
... 
A chapter of Mass PIRG at WPI will 
the llrovide a more varied program of projects for 
but lie student who is looking for a non-
,.. "'lifying or interactive qualifying project in 
" tie area of consumer interest. There are 
~ llveral such projects going on now, such as 
If 1he one advised by Prof. Roy Bourgault, ME. 
fdl The mechanisms of Mass PIRG would allow 
•· ftt. Drojects such as these to reach a more final j bf COnclusion; perhaps as part of state 
1 .., 'uislation in a particular area. An example of 
Ilia is a suit filed in January by the Consumer 
Protection Division of the Attorney Generals' 
Office against three retail furniture stores in 
the Greater Boston area. This project was 
started by the Boston PIRG office, but it 
could jus_t as 8811ily have been staned by a 
WPI student intereSted in the truth-in-
advertising laws. 
Other projects being studied by Mass 
PIRG chapters are the necessity of 
publishing a Doctor Directory, providing 
essential information about qualifications. 
etc. of Massachusetts doctors; an attempt to 
implement a bill similar to the Oregon Bottle· 
Bill; nuclear safety regulations with regards 
to large power plants; an effort to block retail 
sale of proven unsafe toys. 
What else can Mass PIRG do? A lot, but 
only with our help. Those students who are 
petitioning know more than what t. been 
presented here. A• them about it. Talk 
about the issues, then sign the petition. On 
Wednesday, designated a Project Planning 
Day, the members of the IQP to get PIRG on 
campus will be describing their project. They 
will have any information you would want to 
see. 
John A. Chenney 
The pub 
cover charge 
Dear Editors, 
I was a little disappointed when I went 
down to the Pub Saturday night and found 
that there was a 50c cover charge. Last time I 
checked, the Pub was made for students, by 
students with students' money. I realize 
there wss a difference between student 
cover and outside person's cover but I still 
feel that the last place you can go to see 
some friends and get a beer for 35c, and 
when told there's a 50c cover, I think an 
injustice has been done to the WPI com-
munity. 
James Hall 
Class of '76 
Morgan food 
upset stomach 
another 
I 
To the Edttors. 
I have decided to stop punlng up with 
Morgan dining hall in silence (my stomach 
hasn't been silent for quite a while). Actually, 
I'm not going to complain about the food. It 
probably couldn't be very much better, for 
what we're paying, and I don't think a price 
increase is in arder. 
But for disorganized chao,, the folks who 
run our din1ng facilities take, if you will ex-
cuse the expression, the cake. Let us con-
sider what one has to go through in order to 
eaJ dinner here; 
After spending a considerable portion of 
his life waiting in line, our hero, Joe Techle, is 
admitted into the cafeteria. First. though, 
someone has to look at the sticker on one 
side of the card and the picture on the other 
side, then search his sheet of paper for the 
number, which he proceeds to cross out !In 
this oasis of creative engineert, can no one 
improve upon this system?l. Joe then picks 
- up a wet tray. He now has a choice of about 
four entities, which I shall inaccurately call 
'lines' for lack of a better name, in which to 
stand. 
Eventually, if he is patient. Joe ends up In 
front of the serving area proper. Then, and 
only then, does he see what is for dinner. He 
also finds out whether he joined the proper 
'line' or if he should have gotten in the 'line' 
to the left, there to get the beef stew instead 
of the hash. Or whatever. In any case, he 
gets his food and leaves the serving area. 
This is not as easy as It sounds. Going In, 
there are 'lines', going out, it's every person 
to himself. 
Joe now goes to get his dirty Gilverware. 
This used to be difficult, now, with all the 
silverware in one place, it is virtually im-
possible. !The person who had the brilliant 
Idea of centralizing the silverware should be 
given a certificate for making the year's 
greatest contribution to cheos and con· 
fusion. Him, and the genius who thought of 
handing out the second semester 1.1eal card 
stickers in the doorway as we come in I) 
So now Joe goes Into the dining room. He 
gets two glasses of chocolate milk. He 
wanted white milk, but it was gone. Then he 
finds a seat ... perhaps. He eats his chicken, 
or whatever. Then, thinking, "you only live 
once," he decides to get'econds. He dumps 
the chicken bones from his plate onto his 
tray (where else?) and goes back into ttte 
serving area I could deecribe what he goes 
through to get seconds, but I think you get 
thQ idea. 
·In fact, I think we all got the idea a .ong 
time ago. All of us but the cafeteria staff. 
Isn't it about time someone told them? After 
all, we don't want them to feel left out. do 
we7 
RichardS. Holmes 
No thanks, I'm on a· diet 
To The Editors: 
Have you ever felt a gnawing anxiety, even 
when everything seems to be going right? 
Have there been times when you felt that 
nothing could ever satisfy an inner craving 
that you couldn't quite pin down? Is life sort 
of dragging along between the emotional 
highs you seem to need more and more? If 
so, it's time to check out your life in the soul 
food department. Yes, you do indeed have a 
spiritual side of you, and like your body it 
needs nourishment in order to· withstand the 
rigors of life. 
First, let's look at the worldy plan, the 
Devil' s Quick-loss Diet. You've got to admit. 
the world can certainly stimulate an appetite. 
You can't beat sin for a really quick charge of 
sensual pleasure, highly spiced or chockful of 
sugar. And Satan •is undoubtedly the 
foremost authority on artificial flavorings and 
extracts. If anyone can take trash and 
convicce you that you're eating gourmet 
food, he cenainly can. But where is the 
nutrition in living on sugar, spice, and A-t 
sauce? Sugar can charge you up fast, but it 
wears off, and you need more and more jult 
to keep going. Spice certainly is exciting, but 
only goes so far, and you'll still have an 
empty stomach. Do you really think that 
appetite-depressants, that overwhelming 
what's the use feeling, Ia going to solve the 
problem of hunger pains? Is llow starvation 
the kind of life you enjoy? Maybe you've 
never known that It could be different. 
The cynics of the world are quick to point 
out that compared to the world's treats, the 
/ 
Christian diet is pablum. And it's true that 
this is exactly how it has to start. A person 
who has not eaten for a long time, or a baby 
who has never tasted food cannot tolerate 
the richer foods tmrnediately. However it 
won't be long before you can sit at God's 
table and panake of his bounty. And just as a 
sports team's training table is wellbalanced 
to build strength, god's has the right variety 
and amount of spiritual foods to develop 
your spirit to its fullest capacity. You'll feel 
the satisfaction of loving others unselfishly, 
comforting the afflicted, coming to an un-
derstanding of your relationship to the 
universe through God's Word, the Bible. And 
best of all, you'll come to a personal 
relationship with Christ, the ultimate source 
of spiritual nutrition. Believe me, there's no 
better way to face each day than to be 
healthy in mind and body, and spiritually 
well·fed. 
This then is the choice: the over-spiced, 
sickeningly sweet diet of the world, with the 
deadly wines of ambition, the hard llquo,. of 
greed and lust for power, among others, or 
the hearty, robust meal at Christ's table, with 
His living water to qltench your soul's thirst 
eternally. I hope that soon when that old 
candy man, Satan, comes around with hla 
marzipan and sugarplums that you too wiH 
be able to say, "No thanks, I'm on a diet." 
See you at the WPI Christian Bible 
Fellowship or\ Thursday nights at 7:30 In 
Stratton 302. 
Rodney Dill 
The role of religion 
To the Editors: 
After vllitlng on campua for about a veer, I 
would like to shara some obsetvatlons about 
religion at WPI. 
1 ) There are a lot of people evaluating and 
changing the beliefs they acquired about 
God and life, as they were growing up. They 
are putting their religion to the test to see If it 
can stand up with their new knowledge, their 
new social life, and their new ambitions. I 
believe a person should be encourage1 to 
examine their faith in the same manner that 
they examine their feelings about their work, 
their study, their friendships and their life In 
general. 
21 There are many people on campus who 
are not involved in orgamzed religion but 
who are concerned about very important 
matters which are closely related to our 
religious ethical life. This includes the 
following items from last week's Newspeak: 
Blood Drive, Racism In Boston, PIRG, 
Humanities suffiCiency lOP, contraception 
and family planning, and housing. 
I believe that religion should support 
humanitarian oau881 and Ideals of juatlce and 
cooperation wherever they may be found. 
31 There are a few people who either go to 
church or a campus service and are willing to 
be identified with organized religion. There 
are benefits to be gained from singing and 
worshipping with others and sometlmea the 
$earch for one's own inner religion can be 
stimulated by discussion and sharing of 
common concerns. 
I believe that is possible and probably 
desirable for a new religious organization to 
be formed at WPI. Any thoughts you may 
have please sent to Rev. Stan Culy, 
Protestant Ministry Coordinator, Box 2373. 
Rev. Stanley P. Culy 
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Registration 
easy as 11 
by Bruce M insky 
" Are ye fantastical" would be BanQuos' 
first impression. however, this Is WPI and not 
14th century Scotland so there Is a 
systematic procedure for registration. The 
multi·colored forms which everyone received 
last week provide just that. 
Registration for next year's courses is 
actually quite a simplistic procedure. Once 
the individual selections have been made end 
the sheets returned to the scheduling office. 
(deadline · Feb. 27), the information Is 
computerized and the course meeting times 
are scheduled in order to achieve the last 
amount of conflicts. Last year, with one 
exception, there was not a conflict between 
/ 
one course and another single course which 
involved more than three students. Although 
this ts a good percentage, it can be further 
reduced if you will list the courses which you 
wtll positively take next year. If this occurs 
before the classes are scheduled (Feb. 27), 
the percentage of conflicts in individual 
schedules will be reduced considerably. 
During the last week in April, there will be 
adequate time to make course and section 
changes. The key to the entire procedure is 
to choose the courses which you will 
deftnitely take prior to Feb. 27, when the 
1975-76 cover schedule will be computed. 
The forfeited classroom space due to the • 
Salisbury renovation places several 
restrictions on the scheduling office. 
\~ 
, v 
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However, if the pre-registration procedure is 
taken seriously, they can operate with less of 
the friction which ultimately results in better 
scheduling. The course schedule this year 
does not reflect what next year's will be so 
Wt Mflf 7l'} /11011! NTD 171( ,AAx)M CJ0tJ1 [' 
avoid planning courses with this. year's 
schedule. 
If you need additional registration forma or 
have any questions, Oean · Van Alstyne it 
availabile in Boynton. 21 1. 
Segretti talks at Holy Cross 
!Editor's Note - The follo'Mng wss sub· 
mitted as s letter. However, bec11use of the • 
quality and content, it is b~ing published ss 
sn srticle. l 
On February 12 of this year, the Holy Cross 
College Cross and Scroll Society presented 
• convicted Watergate conspirator Donald 
Segretti. Speaking before a crowd of more 
than five-hundred people, Segretti spoke of 
the injustices of the present jail system, the 
need for an " airing out" of the FBI. and the 
need for a revamping of the judicial system 
so that there will no longer be " one law for 
the rich and another for the poor." 
Segretti also spoke of the urgent need for 
young people to get themselves involved in 
the system. When he was later questioned 
on the point that he himself was pan of the 
youth movement that came out of California 
in the early 60's, Segretti said that he fee!& 
now as he did then, that youth is Important 
and that hopefully, "you will be able to learn 
from my mistakes." 
According to Segrett~ the Federal jail 
system is the best in the country, and even it 
needs reconstruction from "the top down 
and the bottom up." The method by which 
this change is to take place is simply by 
making known the faults of the present 
system to those who have some say in its 
control. Segretti mentioned that great 
reforms could come simply with the "stroke 
ofa pefl," and that no great legislative work 
would even be necessary at first. 
Segretti was later questioned 68 to why he 
was now speak inA of justice when he wasn't 
thinking of justice two years ago when he 
was involved in the " dirty tricks" campaign. 
To this Segretti replied that he had been 
" caught up" in the fever pitch of the election 
and had only done "little things, I was never 
responsible for a man's downfall." 
Segretti did admit, however, to his 
pleading guilty to a charge relating to some 
letters he wrote for the Committee to Re-
elect the President, (CREEP). These letters 
dealt specifically with the campaign of 
Edmund Muskie. The question asked was did 
Donald Segretti have anything to do with the 
so·called Canuck Letter? This was a letter in 
which Muskie was accused of hypocrisy for 
giving his support to blacks while condoning 
the word " Canucks" - a derogatory name 
for Americans of French·Canadian descent. 
Muskie denied ever having said anything to 
that effect and severe I days later broke down 
and cried during a speech in defense of 
himself and his wife, who had recently b1'8n 
accused of drinking and using profane 
language. This incident Is generally regarded 
as broken the back of Muskles' campaign. 
Segretti has often been mentioned in 
connection with the Canuel< Letter, but 
when he was questioned on the iiiSUe he 
denied having any involvement whatever in 
its formulation. 
1'1 reponse to other questions, Segretti 
stated that he thought Ford is "an honest 
man" and that the biggest problem this 
country faces today is the state of the 
economy. Segretti also said that he honestly 
felt that there was no " deal" between 
Presid~nt Ford and Nixon, but there was 
Jack 
Ander.on's 
Weekly Special 
WASHINGTON - Behind the scenes, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff have been bitter1y 
resisting arms deliveries to Israel. At first, 
they opposed the rapid rearming of Israel, 
which has now been completed. They 
complained that the United Statee was in 
such a hurry to restore Israeli military 
strength that some of our own units were 
short of arms. 
Lately, the Joint Chiefs have argued 
against sending the sophisticated weapons 
that Israel is now trying to get. They strongly 
opposed supplying Israel, for example, with 
the deadly, 70-mile-range Lance missiles, and 
other laser-guided weapons. Some of these 
are so effective they can knOGk out enemy 
antiaircraft missiles before they can reach the 
planes. 
Once again, the Joint Chiefs have com-
plained that U. S. units would have to be 
shortchanged if these weapons are going to 
be made available to the laraelis. But once 
again, the White House overruled the Joint 
Chiefs and 200 Lance missiles have been sold 
to Israel. 
President Ford has been persuaded by 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger that these 
weapons will help him bring peace to tne~ 
Middle East. Not until the Israelis had full 
confidence in their military power, Kissinger 
argued; would Israel make the territorial 
concessions that are essential for a Middle 
East settlement. 
Despite the Pentagon's resistance, the 
truth is that it is not only Israel which is 
depleting our defense stockpiles. The United 
States is arming rival nations around the 
world at an alarming rate. Last year alone, we 
exported over $5 billion wonh of weapons. 
This was about twice as much as the Soviet 
Union, our closest competitor, exported. 
A secret General Accounting Office study 
reveals, for example, that the United States 
supplied a full 60 per cent of the arm$ needs 
of the Persian Gulf states last year. The 
staggering total was more than $2 billion 
worth of weapons. 
One of the most effective weapons in the 
U. S. arsenal is the TOW antitank missile. 
Some 18 of them will soon be on their way to 
Israel's Arab neighbor, Lebanon. 
In fact, the United States is either selling or 
giving away TOW missiles to 17 nations. Yet 
believe it or not, this missile is in such short 
supply that our own armed forces can't get 
enough. 
Best Behavior: VIce President Nelson 
Rockefeller is on his best behavior. He knows 
that Republican conservatives view him with 
deep suspicion. They fear he may try to 
dominate the U. S. policy from his vice 
presidential office. 
Rockefeller has told subordinates, 
therefore, that he will keep a low profile. He 
is am<ious to convince the conservatives that 
he isn' t trying to run the country but Is only 
carrying out the policies of President Ford. 
Of course, Rockefeller has his own ideas, 
which don' t always agree with the 
President's views. But Rockefeller has 
certainly some "friendship and politics." 
Segretti closed by recommending Jeb 
Megruders' book for those who want an 
Inside look at the Nixon Administration and 
Watergate. He also recommended the Dan 
Rather and Gary Gates book entitled The 
Pal11ce Guard for an outsiders' view. 
The Pa111ce guard carried the name Donald 
Segretti on three pages. The most serious 
charge against him in the book is that he is 
the man "whom Chapin later hired to do 
l 
some political espionage in the 1972 
Democratic primaries." On the other hand, 
the book A// the President's men by Bam-
stein and Woodward mentions Donald 
Segreni on more than 45 of its 368 pagea. 
This book has received rave reviews aa 
compared to those given for The Pt1111ce 
Gusrd. It must remain a mystery why Mr. 
Segretti did not recommend it. 
Frederick Borys 
Box 328 
Stoddard B, Am. 202 
' DON'T APPLAUD! JUST THROW ROYAL TIES AND HONORARIUMS!' 
. ~eached an understanding with the Pretident 
that he won' t sound off In public but will go 
straight to the President with any differences 
thet may arise. Ford has agreed to discuss, 
man to man, serious differences with his Vice 
President. 
Meanwhile, Nelson Rockefeller, according 
to subordinates, Is determined to be a model 
but modest Vice President. 
Helping Hand: A few weeks ago, the 
Pentagon staged a contest between two 
experimental fighter planes - the F18, made 
by General Oynamics, and the F17, built by 
Northrup. Hanging in the balance was 
billions of dollars In future contracts. 
The General Oynamics plane won what 
everyone thought was a close contest. The 
truth Is, General Dynamics' F16 won big. Our 
sources say it beat the Nonhrup plane in 
every category except low-speed, low-
altitute tums. The test pilots, we are told, 
gave the F16 smashing reviews. 
Now, General Dynamics will try to sell the 
plane to four countries overseas. Competing 
against the American entry are planes built 
by the French and Swedes. The brass hats 
are worried, however, because General 
Dynamics - in contrast to other giant 
defense contractors - does not have much 
experience in intemetlonal wheeling-and-
dealing. 
The Pentagon. therefore, recently 
dispatched an assistant secretary of defense 
to Europe to help out. The offlcia visited 
each of the potential markets overseas and 
briefed the foreigners on the attributes of the 
General Dynamics airplane. 
All 1n the Fsmfly: Citing a " Communist 
rhrr;:u," President Ferdinand Marcos of the 
Philippines two years ago declared ma 
law and has reigned since as the vi 
dictator of that Island nation. He k 
promising an open referendum on 
policies, but so tar it has not come about 
Marcos' closest aides have b 
pressuring him to name a successor in 
something happens to him. He says he 
already picked one, but is keeping it secret 
foil assassins. No one outside the Ma 
circle knows for sure who the Presi 
wants to take his place. 
High-level diplomatic sources tell 
however, that next in line of succession 
Marcos' own wife, Imelda. 
Free Delivery: Some crafty mall users 
come up with a way to get around the 
cost of postage. They put the act 
destination of a letter in the upper left-h 
corner of the envelope, where the retu 
address goes, and leave off the postage. 
Postal Service marks the envel 
" Returned for Postage" and sends it to 
return address. The letter, therefore, 
delivered free. 
White House Grapevine: Although fo 
President Richard Nixon is from Califo 
he used to infuriate the California wine I 
by frequently serving French wines at 
White House. President Ford, who · 
much of a wine man at all, is switching 
Amencan wines. The· President won't 
much of an argument from Secretary 
State Kissinger, who likes any wine as I 
as it' s good. He has been known to glower 
a tablemate who drained the bottle bet 
Kissinger could Ret to it. 
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Pistol team 
by Joe Sperber 
On February ninth, six members of the 
WPI Pistol Team competed in the 600 
Tournament, sponsored by t~e Worcester 
County Pistol League, and held at the Norton 
Compay Rifle and Pistol Club range. 
All of the 61 competitors were separated 
.nto classes based upon their current League 
averages. The Tyro class was 225 and below, 
Marksman was 225.1-255, Sharpshooter 
was 255.1 -270, and Expert was 270.1 - 285. 
There were no entries 1n the Master class. 
Three team members competed in the Tyro 
class and three in the Marksman class. 
With a total of 15 competitors In Tyro class 
our mem~rs managed to place seventh, 
eight. and ninth. In seventh place was Kevin 
Sullivan with a score of 454, Dean 
Giacopassi was in eighth position with his 
441 , and Hud Dunlap came in ninth with his 
430. The winning score for the class was 609. 
Our three remaining entries were in the 
Martcsman class which had 22 entrants. The 
winning score was 541 but our members 
managed a respectable showing by winning 
second and third places. In second place was 
Joe Sperber with a score of 532, folloV'Jied in 
third place by John Caulmare with a 521. 
Doug Ctuistensen's 484 placed him in 
thirteenth position, but only two points 
separated him from eighth place. 
This was the first formal tournament the 
club has entered, and we were competing 
against some of the best shooters in the 
league. We wtll use this recently gained 
experience to prepare for our next tour· 
nament, the Intercollegiate Sectional onl' 
March 14, when we will compete against 
MIT and Boston State, followed soon 
thereafter by the State Championships on 
April 4_ 
February10 saw the club host the League's 
perennial champs, the Blackstone Pistol and 
Rifle Club. It was a long evening of com-
petition with 23 members shooting for WPI 
and 7 for Blackstone. It is a long trip from 
Blackstone to Worcester and they were only 
able to bring their best shooters. 
We• pressed them hard in the early stages of 
the competition but they managed to gain 
the lead as the evening came to a close. The 
final score was WPI 1326 and Blackstone 
1347. Our five high scores comprising the 
team aggregate were W. Kistler 285, J. 
Sperber 269, J . Kistler 262, R. Osborne 265, 
J . Caulmare 254. 
One of our nev.iest members, Steve Albino, 
tallied a very respectable score of 252 and we 
expect Steve to be one of our top five 
shooters in the very near future. 
The club's next match is in Rutland on 
Wednesday, February 19. All members who 
want to compete should be at the range no 
later than 6:15 p.m. 
What's Happening? 
Feb. 18, Tuee. 
WPI Business Women's Club, "House Plant Care." Morgan dining hall, noon. 
WPI Wrestling vs. lowell Tech, away, J.V. - 6 p.m. Varsity 8. 
WPI Basketball vs. Williame, away, JV - 6 p.m. Varsity 8. 
WPI Hockey vs. Fitchburg State, Worceater Arena, 6:30p.m. 
Cinematech, Chaplin'• Claulc Comedlea, "Monaieor Verdoux," Alden, 7:30p.m. 
HC Speaker, Prof. Evens, "Engllah Hlstorlcll Drama" Hogan 413, 7:30p.m. 
Clark Poetry reeding, Sonia Sunchez, Little Commona, 8. 
Clerk Film, "Camille," with Greta Garbo and Robert Taytor. 
Feb. 19, Wed. 
WPI Indoor Track va. Holy Croea, ~y 3:30. 
HC Lecture: " Transcendental Meditation." Hogtn 413, 7:30. 
Clark film, "Grand Hotel", with Greta Garbo, John and Lionel Barrymore. 
Feb. 20, Thurs. 
Tech old Timera, Seminar Room, Gordon Library, 4:30 a.m.-noon. 
WPI Faculty meeting Olin 107, 4:06 p.m. 
WPI Women's BB vs. Becker Jr. home, 6:30p.m. 
WPI Swimming w. Brandeis, home 7:30 p.m. 
Clark Film-video, an evening of student films and video-tapes, Academic Center, Rm. 
21B, 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 20-22 
NE College Wrestling Tournament at Mass. Maritime. 
Feb. 21, Fri. 
WPI Hockey vs. Aaaumption, Worcester Arena, 8 p.m. 
Clartc FHm, "Harold and Maude," with Ruth Gordon and Bud Cort. 
Feb. 22, Sat. 
WPI Swimming vs. Tufts, away, 2 p.m. 
WPIBB vs. Babson, J.V. 6 p.m. Varsity 8 p.m. 
WPI Track Relay's at Amherst, 6:30. 
Feb. 22-23 
Magnlflcent West from the Smithsonian EKhibition Service Gordon Library. 
Feb. 23, Sun. 
Indian Movie, WPI, Alden, 3 p.m. 
WPI lens & Lights Movie, Alden, B p.m. 
WSC Kick off concert, college Aud., 8 p.m. 
Clartc Film "Peach Thief." 
Feb. 24, Mon. 
WPI Faculty Wives reading workshop, Seminar Rm. Gordon library, 7:30 p.m. 
Financial Aid Applications 
Financial Aid is awarded on a yearly basis and must be 
reapplied for annually. 
Applications for all forms of Financial Aid for the academic 
year 1975-1976 will be avaUable in Room 107H, Boynton beginning 
February 14, 1975 and MUST BE RETURNED by March 14, 1975. 
See Storv no Page 1. 
PATENT AnORNEY TO TALK ABOUT PATENTS 
1. Do you know how to get a patent? 
2. If you come up with an Invention while doing a prolect. Is It yours or 
the school's? 
3. Do you know how to keep a legal notebook? 
These ana many other questions will be answered by Gerry Blodgett, a 
local patent attorney, tonight, Tuesday, 6:30, IQP Center. Everyone and 
anyone Is Invited. 
Spor1sored by the "WPI INVENTORS CO-OP." 
Classifieds: 
FOR SALE: Realistic SCT-6 Cassette Deck 
with " Dolby" Noise reduction. Will take best 
offer. Box 822 or Morgan 325. 
ROOMMATE WANTED. 39 William St. 
Reasonable rates. 753-0075. 
WANTED: Experience trainer to work with 
live seal act. Inquire Newspeak Office. 
MUST SELL: 1 Holley Carburetor, 2 barrel, 
500 cfm. With chrome, high capacity air 
cleaner. Never used, still in box. R 103 or 
Box 290. 
HOUSE FOR SALE: West Boylston, ex-
cellent location; 6 room ranch, 3 bedrooms, 
living room, dining room, kitchen; screened 
sunporch, new roof, 2 fireplaces, partially 
finished basement; corner treed lot; walk to 
school; low 30's; call owner at 835-3743. 
Chess club 
, 
involved in 
area league 
; 
by Art Aikin 
The WPI Chess Club Is currently active in 
the Worcester Metropolitan Chess League, 
which consists of 12 teams of four players 
each. Clark, Holy Cross, Worcester State, 
and Quinsigamond C.C. compete in the 
league along with the Worcester Y.M.C.A. 
and Clark Faculty. Matches are held on 
Friday nights in Jonas Clartc Hell at Clartc U. 
On Friday, Feb. 14, WPI's first team, Tech 
1, defeated Holy Cross by a 3 to 1 score. WPI 
players were Bill Cotter, Steve Schoen, Art 
Aikin, and Mike Clorite. This leaves us just ~ 
game behind Clark in the league standings. 
The second team, Tech 2, lost to Clartc 
Faculty in a close match, 1% to 2%. WPI 
players were Hud Dunlap, Josh Shaine, 
Bruce Baran. and John Downes. 
The next matches are on Feb. 28 as Tech 1 
plays Ouinsigamond C.C., and Tech 2 will 
compete against Worcester State College. 
The league climax will take place on April 11 
when awards will be presented and a speed 
tournament will be held. 
The WPI Chess Club meets on Wed-
nesdays at 7 p.m. In GH 012. Any student Is 
invited· to atte11d. 
Student 
lenten 
schedule 
The Catholic Student Parish through its 
priest, Father Peter J. Scanlon, announced 
the following Lenten Schedule: 
1. The very popular ten o'clock evening 
Mass will return Monday through Thursday 
nights. The Mass will be held Monday 
through Thursday nights in the Janet-Earle 
Room of Alden Memorial. Fr. Scanlon 
guaranties that the Mass will last no longer 
than forty minutes. Father pointed out that 
the practice of the 10 p.m. Mass started a 
few years ago and has turned out to be a 
very popular Lenten practice in the past. 
2. The Sunday sermon topics during Term 
C will be based on Social Justice: Whera is it 
found in the Bible? Why is the demission of 
the Gospel now so important? What has 
been its theological development? What can 
students do about the problem of social 
justice in today's world. 
3. Sunday Masses of obligation !Saturday 
at 6 p.m. and Sunday at 11 a.m.) are now 
being held in the Janet· Earle Room. The 
move back to the Janet-Earle Room was 
caused by the recent moving o: the 
Humanities Department to Alden. 
4. Several discussion groups have been 
formed and will be meeting at the Religious 
Center and throughout the dorms during 
Lent. 
5. The P:- .ual election of Newman Club 
Officers w'll take place at all Sunday Masses 
on the weekend of February 22-23. 
Pages 
NOTICE: to whom it may concern Riley 1st 
has adopted quiet hQurs for ter : on ac· 
count of the very few residents who retire 
before 11 p.m. Please take note & 
SHHHHHHH!II 
Happy Birthday Liz 
The. Pres . 
CORVAIA FREAKS! Want parts? !Free) i.e. 
Carb., U-joint, and Misc. Contact Wit E-07, 
765· 1461 Box 1342. 
OPPORTUNITY~ We are open for new 
members. Single, Females, Legal lor almost). 
The WTL Harem Club 
READY, WILLING, AND ABLEI 
THE GIRLS 
Page 6 WPI NEWSPEAK lu ~dl!V Hbrusrv 18, 197S 
FDA ill approve 'morning after' pill 
ordmg 10 Edw 
off1cer for tho 
on IFDAI, that g 
and use of the 
pt1ve ptll dlethyl 
c.v ruhng wtll be that DES s 
fc and effect1ve, bul r 1 for 
• accordtng to Nida 
ducted 1ests on DES her 
f connoversy over th drug 
years ago, studie~ were 
mg cancer in girls to use of 
r mothers 1n early pregnancy. 
Thts led 1h FDA to ban DES in cattle feed, 
where 11 was used as a growth hormone, 
because ua cs of the drug were found in 
cattle hvcrs mgested by humans at levels 
constdcred unsafe. Followtng tests of DES. 
the caule fedd ban was lifted 
DES ts a synthetic estrogen which has 
been found 10 be nearly 100 per cent ef· 
fectrve rn averung a pr8Qnancy when 1aken 
Japanese prints 
at Art Museum 
Late 17th· and early 18th-century 
Japanese prints from the Worcester Art 
Museum's famed Bancroft Collection are on 
vteW in the finn-floor fountain gallery. It is the 
first exhibit 1n the newly redecorated area 
srnce the sculpture formerly Installed there 
was relocated to the second-floor sculpture 
court. 
The earl•est period of Japan... wood 
block prints is represented in these 
masterpieces of graphic art, and many are 
hand·colored. Unlike Chinese or European 
pr1nts, the Japanese wood block was 
designed as an art form in ltMif end print· 
makers developed methods and techniques 
which the painter could not duplicate. Since 
worlls on paper are fragile and sensitive to 
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tercourso 0 
$:1mmed 1hat 
synthetic or 
women usrng 1 
fl r unprotected 
nents of the drug h 
gh doses of estroge 
ral, can cause cancer 
Dr. Oav1d B rd. a specialist 1n temal 
genttal tract cancers, working wilh h1gh doso 
estrogen drug,. under a federal grant at the 
Umversity of Flottda said that his studieS 
have found tt at DES only affects the 
developing female fetus. but not 1he mother 
Such female children have "varying 
degrees of abnormal development in the 
upper vagma and cerv1x," which if detected 
early enough IS "almosl always" curable 
without damagmg the reproductive capacity 
uf affected females, said Bard. 
Bard described DES and other morning 
after pills as "safer 1hen abortions. .. 
However, The FDA's ruling may not be 
popular. ''There's jus1 too iittle known about 
1t," sa1d one DES critic. " And we're not to 
big on women being experimented on." 
atmosphenc changes, prints such as these 
can be shown only for limited periods. The 
present exhibit cont1nues through Suodlly, 
March 2. 
The whole group on view are ulciyo-e 
prints, whose subjects concerned the 
everyday interests and pleasures of the rising 
middle class in 18th·century Japan. They 
create a miniature world of sophisticated 
urban activities with colorful grace and style. 
Artists ponrayed the busy city life of people, 
the theater, and sensual pleasure; several in 
the current showing are likeneaes of famous 
actors while others depict scenes of cour· 
tesans from the well-known Yoshiwara 
district of Tokyo. 
Rarest on view are a series of three hand-
colored prints by Toyonobu 11711-85) en· 
titled " Beauties of the Three Cities." This is 
1he only known complete set of one of two 
large lriptychs by the noted artist. The 
beauty representing Osaka reads a love 
lener; the beauty of Kyoto holds a long 
narrow pipe while her attendant carries a 
charcoal burner and ash tray, and the third 
beauty of Edo (now Tokyo) carries a long, 
stringed musical instrument, the samisen. 
CharactMtStic of this art form are com-
plicated patt8fns of kimonos, sashes, and 
ornamental details of screens and hangings 
which create elegant. kaleidoscopic effects 
of stripes, squares, diamond· and circle-
shaped designs, and endleuly varied motifs 
of flowers compoted In IUbtte, sinuous 
curves within the narrow vertical print block. 
CLARK UNIVERSITY 
Bioloo Department Seminar 
DR. C. RICHARD TAYLOR 
ofthe 
Countway Laboratory 
Concord Field Station 
Museum of Com..-ratlve Zoology 
Harvard Unlvenlty 
, willspNk on 
TEMPERATURE REGULATION 
AN INSIDE ANO.OR OUTSIDE 
STORY? 
on 
Thursday, February 20, 1975 
4:00p.m. Roem 200 
Refreshments will be served at 
3:45 p.m.• 
Jolly Giant 
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Food stamps for students 
WASHINGTON G vern Tom 
0 Ne1ll Thursdav rg d t c U S S nate 1o 
uppoulaoguage m both law and wgulatton 
wtuc:h ' protects lhe nghts of Sludonts who 
are eligible for food stomps " 
Tho Ll Governor s tesumony came at 
hearmgs on leg•slauon sponsored by Sen 
Goorge McGovern (0 S D I to amend the 
Food Stamp Act of 1964 Massachusettse 
senators Edward Kennedy and Edward 
Brooke are mong the 41 sponsors of the b1ll 
o·Nclll urged Serwr~> passage Thursday of 
a btll permuting some one m1lllon reciptents 
of the Suppleme01al Securtty Income ISSI) 
10 enroll m the food stamp program. 
r food tomp w people m the 
1 rmg states of Rhode Is and, New 
Hamp hue and Vermont can do so." 
0 No1ll s remarks, wh1ch focused on 
prov1s1ons of the b1ll that would affect 
Massacllusous citi.tens, 1ncluded the 
follow1ng points. 
retectlon of Ford Adll'lnlstratton 
proposals to charge food stamp recipients a 
flat rate of 30 per cent of 1ncome for stamps, 
tnstead, 0 Ne1ll urged conunuation of the 
ex1sttng progressive scale and a reductiOn •n 
the m1nimum charge to 25 per cent of in-
come. Both prov1stons are included in the 
McGovern b1ll. 
Under the Ford proposal, O'Neill said. In 1est1mony submitted to the Senate 
Committee on Agnculture and Forestry 
O'Neill said passage of the bill would 
ehmmate an inequity in the SSI law which 
bars recipients in certain states from 
enrolling in the program. 
IndiVIdUal With a$ 100 monthly InCOme WCIUH:J-IUilO 
suffer a 67 per cent increase (from $18 
$30lln purchaSing $48 worth of food 
and the Massachusetts economy 
suffer a $24 mtllion annual loss. 
The inequity arose when five states, tn· 
cludtng Massachusetts, dec1ded 10 in· 
corporate the bonus value of food stamps 
•nto SSI payments because the initial SSI 
law barred recipients from buying food 
s1amps. The law was latM reversed but SSI 
rec1pients 1n the five states wMe still barred 
from enrolling in the food stemp program. 
,.-endorsement of a provision in 
McGovern bill to allow states to tia1r-rnln.,.~ 
whether welfare rec1pients will be given 
optton of deducttng the cost of food m•,rn••r-
from 1heir monthly benefit check. or 
chas1ng them directly. Currently, states 
required to give recipients that option. 
0' Neill predicted that many states .. ,, ........ 'k81 
"States which elected in 1973 to take 
positive action for aged, blind and disabled 
citizens have since been penalized " O'Neill 
said. "We have found it virtually i,:,posei~ 
1o explain to the satisfaction of the SSI 
recipients 1n Massachusens why they cannot 
eliminate the deduction system, 
relieving welfare agencies of "an ...,.,,.. .... ...,, 
admtnistrative burden" and allow! 
reciptents "maximum latitude in 
mimng how to spend their rrv•ntl.,_.., 
resources.'' 
Population and environmental study grants 
lntMnships offering grants up to $600 plos 
travel and research expenses are available 
from the Population Institute for students 
•nterested 1n working on population growth 
and environmental issues. 
S1udents who participate in the Intern 
Program w1ll work cloaely wrth state 
legislators and agencies in researching and 
analyztng population-related issues, policies 
and leg1slation. While contmuing to attend 
regular college or university courses, the 
1ntern will also spend part of each week with 
his her sponsoring agency, meeting with 
other groups and individuals, doing needed 
research and writing and making periodic 
tnps to 1he state capitol. Each intern will 
arrange for academic credit for the in· 
1ernsh1ps w1th a faculty advisor. Generally, 
mternsh1ps run from September through 
May or June. The program outline is flexible 
and allernauve approaches to research of 
populat1on policies w1ll be considered. 
Activtties of past tntMns have contributed 
to such positive results as the creation of a 
stal e quality of life comm1s11on 
I Massachusetts) and the development of a 
population education curriculum tor 
schools (Washington). Florida and 
Interns have been involved in their 
first data systems to measure and mr•nltllf• 
the characteristics of in-migration 
Boulder. Colorado, Interns have nrt\vw1M• 
legal research for that city's model 
spaces and controlled growth policies. 
The Intern Program is supervised by 
Youth and Student Division of 
Population Institute with offices 
Washington. D. c. The Institute is 8 nm/AN•• 
non-profit organ1zauon concerned with 
population problems and the broad range 
related 1ssues affecting 1he quality of life. 
seeks 10 relate to and evoke 
response from key leadefs in our 
helpmg to balance population growth 
resources. 
Applicauon deadline for the ,... .... , • .rnr_ 
1975 - May, 1976 program is April 30, 
SIUdent& Interested tn applying 
request applications from: David E • 
Otrector, State Student Intern Program, 
Population Institute, 110 Maryland ..a.u,....,,_ 
N. E., Washington, D.C. 20002 . 
Craft exhibits at center 
OPEN HOUSE 
On Sunday, February 23 from 2:00p.m. to 
5:00 p.m •• The Craft Center, 25 Sagamore 
Rd. lhrows open 1ts doors for an open house. 
The open house is an opportunity for the 
community to Qet acquetnted with the multi-
faceted facilities available at the Craft Center. 
Among the many activities going on will 
be tours of the Craft Center; demonstrations 
of pottery, enameling, Jewelry making. 
weaving, woodworking, and pnntmak1ng; 
slide presentatiOns; an exh1bit of student's 
works '" tha. gallery; a craft shop; and a 
chance to win a free craft center course. 
The ms1ructors and several 
demonstrators wrll be in each studio 
answer questions and explain the 
crafts 1aught at 1he Craft Center. A 
hostesses and volunteers will provide 
ditional Information and literature. and 
refreshments. A visual presentation of 
excitement of the Craft Fair and examples 
fine craftwdrks will be shown in the 
The open house is planned and 
by 1he craft counc1l, the event-planning 
of the Craft Center. The members of 
council are enthusiastiC about meeting 
publrc and Introducing them to the world 
crafts. 
'Quote of the Week' 
1'hi.'i plw·p ~~ u// dt•tlicatNI to hi.-.tun·! 'fhf•re ' . , nothin~ ne 
-David Altieri '76 
outside HL 109 
The L.ns •nd Light Club '' proud to announce tht followin .. movie Khedule tor 
terms c and D. "' 
February 23 - The Sugarland E11press 
Mirch 16 - Easy Rider 
April ' - Dr. Str•ntelove 
April 27- And Now for Something Completely DiHertnt 
May 4- To a. AnMUnced 
sftd ALI! .. r:,ovies ~ill be shown ill 1:00 I .m . in AI«Mn Hall , AdmiSSion 11 S 1 00 for ill Lens 
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ANNUAL EASTERN COLLEGES 
ENCE CONFERENCE 
April 3-5, 1975 at Widener College, 
ter, Penn. Presentation of un-
uete research papers in most any 
lOP area. Conference also includes 
for papers. tours and soc1al events. 
Dates: 
Februacy 24, to Professor Berka - ab-
of paper and completed registration 
March 15, at Widener College - Copy of 
to be entered in competition for $25 
$50 awards (this part optionaH. 
For further information, detailed in-
lolnJcti~ons on abstract and paper preparation, 
-&.olstratiion forms, and financial, lodging and 
tation arrangements, contact: 
bmfessor L. H. Berka, WPI Faculty Coor-
' ECSC Conference, Goddard Hall, 
106, ext. 444 or 371. 
How to prepare successfully for examinations 
from AAP STUDENT 
SERVICE 
The key to both success and enJoyment 
111 college lies 1n your ab1hty to use time 
wisely. In order to have fun while getting the 
most out of these years, you need to 
establish a pattern of good study habits and 
skills. Such habits and skills will help you get 
the necessary work done as the months and 
years go by, and you will handle exams with 
a m1nimum of stress and a maximum of 
achievement. 
Authorities in education generally agree 
that successful preparation for an 
exammat1on starts in the beginning of each 
term and continues throughout. Six overall 
steps are suggested: 
1. Make a term study plan 
2. Use good review techniques 
3. Develop a confident attitude 
4. Organize pre-exam hours 
5. Pace the exam carefully 
6. Reassess your work 
MAKE A TERM STUDY PLAN 
At the begmnmg of each term develop a 
du,fy schedule that allows time for class 
preparation. study, review, recreation, eating 
and steeping. Your ability to adhere to the 
pllm will be a ITleasure of your success. 
A study erea, conducive ro learning, is 
i'mportsnt. Make sure h has good light and all 
the tools you will need. Before the term 
starts, have on hand the texts, study guides, 
outlines, dictionaries and reference books, 
paper, pads, notebooks and pens that will 
allow you to concentrate without in-
terruption. 
Study and review differ from each other. 
As they are equally important, allocate time 
for both in your daily schedule. Study refers 
to learninlJ new material for the first time. 
Review is critical because it strengthens the 
retention of this new knowledge. 
the Library Closing 
Forgetting tslces piece most rapidly im-
mediately after learning. Review and recall, 
therefore, is more effective soon after study. 
Following each class go over the main points 
for 10 to 1$ minutes to reinforce them in your 
memory. This makes reviewing for exams 
later a quicker, simpler task. 
Ed. Note: The following memo was first sent 
., us on Jsnusry 20th snd lost betwetm 
.• .;.:.lnrKe-uo snd pn'nting of our first Issue. We 
'ft~.:.h."..boloJ'Jize to the Ubrsry, John Smith, and 811 
evenings found few partons in the Library. 
Thus the Library Committee has recom-
mended that the Gordon library close at 5:00 
p.m. on Saturdays beginning Febru11ry 1, 
1975. 
Don't overtax your memory or stamina. 
Research shows that most people can ab-
sorb and retain jttSt so much knowledge at 
one time. It's important to learn day by day, 
week by week. But each period of study 
scheduled into your work plan should be no 
longer than 1 or 1 % houra, followed by some 
kind of recreation, meal or other activity. 
others inconvenienCtJd by this 8rror. I 
l)ue to the energy crisis and excessive cost 
det•ilel fuel, ways and means have been studied 
;...n,thloo .... the Library Committee and Adminstretion 
To accommodate those students who 
have a need for a quiet place to study, the 
Night Study will open at 5:00 p.m. and 
remain open until its normal closing. All 
others hours wil~ remain the same. 
Take legible class and study notes. Mark 
the margins and underline your textbooks 
throughout the term and you will be able to 
review for weekly quizzes or final exams with 
a minimum of strain. 
state 
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determine if any reduction of fuel usage 
cost could be found in the Gordon 
After reviewing the statistics of use 
it was noted that 
A .G. Anderson,.Jr. 
Head Librarian 
The Head Resident Advisors for next year have 
been announced by the Office of Student Affairs. They 
... 
are Penny Bergmann, Jeff Wilcox, Kent Baschwitz, 
and Bill Giudice. Applications for positions as RA's for 
next year are still available until Thursday, February 
20 at the Office of Student Affairs. 
World of Work Series 
"CRISIS in the ECONOMY" 
Are we heading for •nother depression? 
UNEMPLbYMENT in Worcester Is 8.1 per ce~tt and rising. 14,000 people are 
unemployed in Worcester. Norton Co. cuts work week 20 per cent for 1000 out of 
3000 employees. 
FOOD PRICES ue up 15 per cent In 1974. Prices n.se 4 times that of wages In 
November of 1974. What does this mean for us? What Is happening In the economy? 
WAYS WE CAN HELP OURSELVESf 
Spukers: O.ve Scondras Steve Karchmar 
Economist, Boston and ubor Leader, Worcester 
IC CRISIS: THE BIG PICTURE" "ECONOMIC CRISIS IN WORCESTE 
Worcester Public Library 
Sunday, February 23rd. 
EUROPE 
BOUND 
IN ·1s? 
wouldn't }'011 rather come with us? 
!.Au r••r over 200,000 0\.\fd,.nt• fUI,.,.,..d tn Ellrop•, """ thf!l 
true "iH flov on charura ~eauoe It eoo<a obout IIALl'l 
'1'111• Y••r • - 6 v .. k ~l<k•t to LMdon 11 $~U.; 2 - J 
week•r as97. And Ita t761, for over 1lx weeko (1'011 """ 
Ton. (T!>lt ' a wtlu ~ho o rllnea oay 110w. Laa~ year thor• 
••r• twa unro~••t lnereaseal) 
Woo only •Ju 1011 fly Wlltl us oL hoi r1 b<•t rou can Ju&t •bo"t have your rhotc• O( dattl'l tor .. , S, 1 7 1 8 1 9t 10 we•ll du,.... 
otlor. lurtnc lift au-r. Ahd all you have to do to qu•llry 
ta ,.,. .. ...,. rnur e<oot r•o" hy ••ndtnanoo. l'~poett, plu~ JlO. 
reata.tn~tlon retJ. Under reeently n4ftf 11. :. OoY.f"'ll'lenL nr-r_-
ulallon •• ..u t. aut.ait.. all fllshc. plrticlpant.• n.amct.,. •n•1 
full ~JMnT ataty •yo t>etore eath tHctlt. 1r you t..>k~ t.M 
J1011e Jl • l"'IJC~ 19 !llr,hl 1.0 London for .. uplo, >•pooH ,..,_ 
,..,..,.,. your aur And April H you eond ~)lw 119'1. bohnco, 
Ju t OM price tOr It\ (\l&htB 'Whit t~•t YOU p 1C"k a ""'•kend 
dop•rt.uro ($1}. oxu• .... tho rvr;uhr r .... alrllnt.) 01' polk 
••ac.on r.urt'Ntr'• d""\.1!1. 
~ ~nd for cur cu•ll"t ro h•d~l•, or c.n be d\.IN r.r ')'ll\H"' ,.._ 
Al Banx Room 
2-4p.m. 
WACL's Directory 
As a member of the Worcester Con-
sortium for Higher Education and its libracy 
project, the Worcester Area Cooperating 
Libraries (WACL), the George C. Gordon 
Libracy Is able to offer students and faculty 
the assistance of subject specialists listed in 
WACL's Reference Resource Directory. This 
Directory lists local residents who have 
agreed to become occasional consultants to 
libraries in the Consortium. When a student 
or faculty patron has a special research 
problem which cannot be answered com· 
pletely using existing libracy resources, a 
librarian can contact one of the local experts 
for help. The expert may be able to answer 
the question on the spot or suggest where 
the answer may be found. In either case the 
patron receives the help of a person whose 
academic, vocational or recreational interests 
and training quality him-her for the task. 
At present the Directory lists over two-
hundred subject entries, varying widely from 
a specialist in twentieth century French 
philosophy to one in consumer product 
safety; there are a couple of experts on the 
foreign population of Worcester as well. And 
the list is growing. So, if you are having 
problems with your research, ask at the 
library's Reference Desk: there are all kinds 
of experts there waiting to help you. 
I.JUIII'"''·, ~ si: ·cy~ cosme;,e:'s· ::::::: ·. :_: :_: 
11fYAttOn OMf . Ml\ 1•ur dflpo,f1L fOf'OHft cf our t L0 ~ W•C!tl:t 
U"J'I-f't'"t hrt'l fro• ILint. t I l"t ur,h ;;A~t.raLIH. fu \ r11e l(y t ht "''"" 
:r-flu •111n1 t ' t ,...,, I ''"' fur flow lou,•. 1'vu wil I ~cot"'~ 'Jr •r 
••• 1. clat.• ...nrtnihtlon•r'dl"'flt .. lt\. Ly rvt.\Jrn !!!Wll .. At I 011r 
ru,n "rYVIII 1\•l•"l urtil1c:oHeQ 1 \J. • QnvtonUM.HI\. t..•tlt.'"lnl 
"""' anct 1ll f'Jr t cJ • 4tr\'lCCs. ~ro.I•Jn4, \.ht~r• •r'-" tftl\t'/ 
t.Udntt fllf)l l l 14)1 J•J\. f jt)l'! t!t'tr'lttr•0\. 1 rr1 40tUf tf'-
patl ~re IIII"Hl IM'ly 4tL lrJ 1\(( tl•ft l"eJ:1.1l.1r fz.r • :_?_.The Hair & Face PlaceT~~ 
.... " ........ ..,. 
....... ,..,..... ................. .. 
aoo - n) • ~)89 ( l'OLL F!l!!} 
Charter flying is 
the biggest bargain 
in air travel today 
DISPENSING GOOD TIMES & GREAT LOOKS 
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 
CUTTING & STYLING WITH LOVE NATURAL COLORING -
RECONDITIONING BLOW WAVING • HAIR CURLING 
235 Park Avenue, Worcester, Massachusetts 
Hair 754-9858 Face 756-5182 
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USE GOOD REVIEW TECHNIQUES 
If you have applied yourself dur~ng the 
term. then preparing for exams is largely a 
question of revtew. The 11me needed Is not as 
extensive as some students think - provided 
you have been working consistently. Review 
for weekly quizzes should take no more than 
15 minutes, a mid·term hour exam 2 or 3 
hours, and a final examination 5 to 8 hours. 
Your prepsrlltJon for a final should b6 • 
carefully scheduled into the two weeks prior 
to exam day. Organize a schedule that does 
not interfere wlth,your regular study for on-
going classes. Beware of racing your motor. 
Make sure you still allow time for rest and 
relaxation, with no longer than 1 or 1 ~ hours 
of review at one time. Your mind needs 
breaks. 
Plan your review systemsticslly end 
consistently. Go from main idea to main idea, 
using the textbook chapter headings or your 
instructor's term outline as a guide. Go from 
chapter notes to chapter notes or from claSa 
notes to class notes, recalling the important 
headings and ideas in each. If certain points 
are difficult for you to' remember, THEN re-
read the textbook. Otherwise stick with your 
notes. Don't plan to learn something for the 
first time. 
Making summary notes is often h#Jipful, 
depending on the amount of the material to 
be reviewed. In 4 to 8 pages you can outline 
the main points of your details class and 
text chapter notes. Headings with indented 
numbered points under them make 
relationships more obvious. This procedure 
will alSo help reinforce the major ideas and 
important details. 
Summary notes c1n Blso sBrve es e stl/f-
test toward the end of your preparation for 
exams. Put a sheet over each page end 
slowly uncover the first heading - see if you 
can remember the main points under it. As 
vou RO, ask yourself what, when etc. 
Try to predict the exsm questions. Be alert 
throughout the term to the emphasis in-
structors put on certain topics, aspectS or 
ideas. They often give clues to pointe that are 
important or particularly need review. 
Ask your profesS(Jr whet he recommends 
for pre-examination work. Use his comments 
as a guide but don't try to outguess him. 
Group reviewing Clln be helpful. But h 
shol,lldn't take the place of working on your 
own: Limit discussions of significant points 
and possible test questions to 30 to 46 
minutes, with no more than 4 to 6 people. 
Avoid cramming. If you have followed a 
regular schedule of study and review, you 
should not have to cram the last day. 
Remember, forgetting takes place more 
rapidly right after learning. If you do have to 
cram, be selective. Don't attempt an 
exhaustive reView. 
to be continued 
FRESHMEN 
Starting this Friday there will be a 
suggestion box located in Daniels near 
the mail boxes. Please use it. If you'd 
. rather see one of the officers, we c•n be 
contacted in the following ways : 
Pruident : David Morascini 
Daniels 421, Box 1192 
Vice President : Diane Ballou 
Riley 117, Box 1234 
Secretary : Jayne Franciose 
RileY 115, Box 326 
Class Rep : Kevin Voecks 
Ellsworth 07, Box 1221 
On February 18 at 7:30, Library 
Seminar Room, Dean Briggs from 
Family Planning will speak on 
contraception. 
Do you know all there Is to know 
about contraception? Show up and 
see if you do. This program 
promises to be very unique and 
enlightening. A discussion will 
follow the presentation for, those 
with further Interest. 
This progr•m was set up as a 
result of a questionnaire sent out 
earlier this year. A guest spuker 
schedule was set up for arMs tt..t 
had the highest response and In-
terest as stlown by the question-
naire. We hope that there will be 
good attendance from the students 
as It Is 1 worthwhile program. 
Jeffrey M. McLean 
Kent Bashwlhe 
James Hall 
WPI NEWSPEAK 
Planning information day Wednesday, February 19 
Supplementary schedule mformation I see last week's NEWSPEAK for other schedules J 
, 
Mechanical Engineering - MQP's 10:30 . 12:00 
TOPIC: A COMPARISON OF ENERGY STORAGE METHODS 
ADVISOR: J.M. Boyd, Higgins 115 
STUDENTS: Warren Deshon 
Bob Baccaro 
Bruce Hutton 
Frank Moitoza 
MEETING ROOM : Higgins 130 
TOPIC: STIRLING CYCLE RESEARCH 
ADVISORS: R.R. Borden, Higgins 116 
J.F. Wild, Olin 105 
STUDENTS: Andy Armstrong 
Paul Jacques 
Tom Mandie 
MEETING ROOM: Higgins 107 
TOPIC: DESIGN OF A NON-CIRCULAR GRINDER 
ADVISOR: C. Staples, Higgins 119 
STUDENTS: Bruce Chamberlain 
Jim Andrews 
Roger Leighton • 
MEETING ROOM: Higgins 224 
TOPIC: DESIGN OF A SPORT-SAFETY CAR 
ADVISOR: R.R. Borden, Higgins 116 
STUDENTS: Pete Kane 
Bill Scothon 
MEETING ROOM: Higgins 201 
TOPIC: DESIGN OF LANDING GEAR 
ADVISOR: H. Grandin, Higgins 117 
STUDENT: Ron Simmons 
MEETING ROOM: Higgins 117 
-~------------------.----.------------1 
. 
I ALDEN I DEPARTMENTS I 
I I I 
8:30 1 Freshmen and New Students I Sophomores and Juniors I I "Getting ttte Most Out of I "The competency Exam I TO 
10:00 
10:30 
TO 
12:00 
1:00 
TO 
2:30 
3:00 
TO 
4:30 
1 the WPI Plan. " Dean Grogan I Experience in Your Major" I 
I Alden Auditorium 1 1 
I I I 
L----------------~---------------:J ~----------------~--------------1 • I I I I 
I I I 
I ~JOR I I I I I 
I Program Orientation I The Major Field Qualifying 1 
1 Presentation I I Project Experience 1 
I I I ~----------------~---------------" I I 
I LUNCH I 
L---------r----------T-----~----~ I I I I 
I The lnteract.ve 1 . . I • I I Qu.llfylng Pr .ect Program Onentahons 1. Plann1n9 the Humanities I 1 Experlenc~l I Presntation II I Sufficiency PrHentation I I 
h::.::.::..-:... -::::: .. ~-h.":.-:."':.-:.-:.:: .. -:.-:.-:.-:.'-:.-:.-:..-:..·:.::.·:.::::..·:.:: .. ~ I I I i I 
I I I I I 
1 The IQP Experience : Pre-Qualifying I Humanities I I 
1 Presentation 11 I Projects 1 Sufficienty I Exchange I 
1 I 1 Presentation 11 I Programs I 
~---------~--------~------~-----~ 
MODERN PHYSICS 
FILM SCHEDULE 
'ItO "iDA V. YEB. :t4 - F"RI\Mt:S OF' Rt:YJ,;RENCE - TIME OILATIO)ol 
Wt:O'I.t:SOI\\', n ;s . za- TilE Vl()l,E'IiT l 'NIVI-;RSF. 4 flrsultowlnlll. l :e.II : :IO. 15 mlnul«' lnlumlstlon. 
II:U -t :U . 
TltliR!IOAV. t'l.-:8 . t1 - THE V10L£ST tiSlVt:KSE l~ond llllo"lalll. t : IIO-S:Jt. dhlnfr·hour In· 
~emlnlon, l ;OOo« :OO 
MOSDAV. MARCil l- Tilt: t 'LTIMATE SPt:l-: 0 
'lfONOAV, MARCH 10 - POSlTllON'·El ECTROS AIIIMIIILAtlON 
Monday, f' t'bruar)' 1t Olin 107 7• 01 p.m. 
t ' RA\It;S Of REn:RENCE - 211 mlnull't 
By mun1 of a ~arlt'l)' o1 t'• Pt"rlmf'nll on fnm" of l"t'ft'rtnet' movlna at ronstanltll("fli or at ron~tant 
ar«lt"rallonJ, this film drmOtl tralftl lM diJUnctlon kiWHn an lntrtlal and non-laff'tlal fram«' of rl'fuenfl'. 
anti tht' IPIN'II"IIPc."f ol fktkloll1 fonr11la 1 lltWI -IDt'rllal framt. I P. llumt and 0 , ht'~. t nl•t'rsll) of Toronto. I 
TIM F. DII.ATIO!'i - 31 mlnals 1 
Ttlt' radJoactl"'fdtlla)' a1 cooomk mu· mf~IIIII IJ uat'd •~ 1 " dod!" movlftll l l nurly th• s~ olllahl, to 
•mllftl tral.t' lhr rrlall.,.llll< prlnclpl~ whf'~by tlmco appun to run mort" slowly w.hcon obtlt'nrd Ill • lram• of 
rt'fu~nn ,.hlth '-In motion wltlll'ft~l to t.hco obltrvcor, Tbr mutorf'mf'nt, •hlch ,. .. ~ orilllllllly llt"rformrd 
by Bruno Ro•JIIn 1141. I rt<rutrd and e~plalnM by O.lt Frisch of \tiT and J .ll . Smith of Uu~ l 'nl•t"nily of 
Illinois 111131. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
900 a .m.- COMPETENCY EXAM INFORMATION KH 116 
An open dlacuulon of pravloua exam formate and alao frequen c y a nd ac hadula baaed 
on ravlalona anticipated for next year. Tha natura of the exam. tha general backgro und 
necaa .. rv. and how to prepare for It will ba dlacuuad from atudant a x parlanca. Procadurea 
o f raglllratlon will alao ba outlined. 
PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Sliva, Dr. OaFalco - Three atudenta who have recently taken the 
competenc y a~tam 
1030 a .m.- ACADEMIC PROGRAM INFORMATION KH207 
Mambera of the Acedamlc Program• Committee will dlscuaa the follow ing Item a· 
1. Program construction 
2 Sub·areu In c ivil engineering 
3. Acc reditation and Ita relatlonahlp to profaaalonal licanelng 
4 Courte offarlna• In c ivil engineering 
5 . Ralltlonahlps between a atudent' a academic program. MOP, and competency 
a~eamln~tlon 
PARTICIPANTS: Prof. Flugerald. Dr. Sage, Dr. KBihavan, Or. Sliva 
10:30 am.- PRqJECT tMOPIINFORMATION • KH 116 
Faculty and atudanta who era Involved In on·aolng or recently completed MOP"• will 
diacu11 thai• axparlancaa. with spacial attention given to how to find a proJect, an advlaor. 
pannara, work apace, equipment. etc. Projacu dlaouuad will Include: 
1. D"lgn of Offahora OII· Orllllng atructuraa 
2. Modification of Chlorine Contact Chambara 
3 . Oaalgn by ICES 
4. Conatructlon Management Practice 
5. Traffic Study for Metropolitan Bolton 
011crlptlone will alao ba given of the followlnq laboratory hlcllltlaa and off·campua 
proJect alt"' 
1. Marina soli maehanlca laboratory 
2. Aldan Raaearch Leba 
3. Manopolltan Area Planning Council 
PARTICIPANTS Or. Sliva, Dr, Dearoelars. Dr. Chalabl, Dr. Hart; CStudantal - R. Allan, 
P. Varadlan. J . Dalesio. N. Kyrlakoa, J . Or.lelo. F. Graulloh. R. Newhouse. S . Blacknav. R. 
Maternlak, M. Schulu 
1:00pm.- ACADEMIC PROGRAM INFORMATION KH 207 
CRepeat of morning .. aalonl 
?I Elf' 
PLAN TO DO A PROJECT 
AT 
lorton-
WPI Project Canter 
- Up to 25 Students 
- All Disciplines 
- Plan to Schedule for 
Terms A, 8, C, or C, D 
Contact: 
Dr. Hagglund, Ext. 366 
Mr. Joe Mielinski 
Your Department Head 
I.Q.P. 
Students are needed 
for a n I. Q. P. i n 
technology assessment. 
We are trying to identify 
and evaluate the im-
pacts of a large seale 
solar energy electric 
generation •facility on 
.society. If interesteCI 
contact Prof. Boyd in 
Higgins 115. 
Plea" notice the following ravlalona to tha printed couraa aohadula for 71-71 for the 
followlng 'Computer&c:lance Coura ... The Ravlalone ware made to glva a batter balance of 
c:oureaa batw"n tarma and to lnaura Ca 3121 le available before any competency aum Ia 
Computer Science le offered during that veer. 
Couraa 
• CS1000 
CS1011 
CS3121 
CS3132 
CS4101 
CS4Z21 
• Pending fac:ultv approval. 
From 
7 
A. C. D 
0 
A 
n-a 
0 
To 
c 
A, 8 , 0 
A 
0 
D 
Tctle Arrenged 
AeiS·P on a 
Needl .. ta 
Please make the following changes in the schedule 
of mathematics courses to be given in 1975-76. 
Term A: Delete MA 3621 
Term 8: Delete MA 3622 
Term AB: Add MA 3621 as a fourteen week course 
Term C: Add MA 3622 (as a seven week course) 
EMERGENCY! IQPs, MQPs, and PQPs 
Are you interested in helping to improve t (an 
delivery of emergency medical care in your com, .. _ 
munity? 
Now is the opportunity to get involved in a proie 
which is relevant, challenging, and rewarding. 
Current project areas of interest includ 
emergency room models, demographic ana lysis 
accident data analysis, medicolegal interactions a 
computer-assisted instruction. For more informatio 
call Albert Shahn~rian, Biomedical Engineering, Ext 
564. 
6 
d 
d 
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Hewlett-Packard introduces 
a smaller uncompromising 
calculator:theHP·21Sdentific. 
$125.00: 
i' 
l 
• .. I 
I Iii Ill Iii ~ lUI ,, 
II Ill &I &I 
Iii .. Iii u 
II Ill .. ~ 
(-•·•··"'·•r· , .... . "'"c.. Ill' 
Now $125.00 buys: 
More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-pro-
grammed functions and operations vs. 22 for 
our HP-35. The HP-2 I performs all log and 
trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees. 
It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that 
lets you: 
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and 
back again (~P,~R); 
• do full register arithmetic (M+, M-, Mx, 
M+); 
• calculate a common antilog (lOX) with a 
single keystroke. 
The HP-21 also performs all basic data 
manipulations (1 fx, y-x, \t"'x, r) and executes 
all pre-programmed functions in one second or 
less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow's 
problems as well as today's. 
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces .for our 
HP-35. 
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP) 
Jets you choose between fixed decimal and 
scientific notation and lets you control the num-
ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always 
uses alllO digits internally.) 
1f a number is too large or small for fixed 
decimal display, the HP-2 I switches automati-
cally to scientifk. It never confuses a smaller 
number with zero. 
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible 
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r. 
RPN logic system. Here's what this unique 
logic systera means for you: 
• You can evaluate any expression without 
copying parentheses, worryin~ about hierar-
chies or re-structuring beforehand. 
• You can solve all problems your way-the 
way you now use when you use a slide rule. 
• You solve all problems-no matter how com-
plex-one step at a time. You never work 
with more than two numbers at once. 
• You see all intermediate answers immediately. 
The HP-21 executes each function immedi-
ately after you press the function key. 
• You can easily backtrack wh.en you err. The 
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially. 
SAVE 
USED TEXTS 
1/2 price! ~ 
(and trade in your old texts) 
21 Salem Street 
~orcester,~ss.Ol608 
AI Rosenfield 
Tel: 752-9731 
•n .. , oq•oe 
SUJfER CUTS 116 June Street 
FOR GUY'S AND GAL'S Worcester, Mass. 
"Who's Who In Men's Hairstyling 1974-75" 
• You can re-use numbers without re-enterin~ 
them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad. 
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel 
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Ever-
est, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000 
other professionals own H-P calculators. 
Your booksto re will give you a demonstra· 
tion today. C hallenge our new HP-21 with 
your problems. See fo r yourself how much per-
formance $125.00* can buy. 1f your bookstore 
doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800-
538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the 
name of a dealer who does. 
HEWLETT~PACKA~D 
5ollt~ and service fmm 171 offices in 65 countne~ 
Dtpt. 6 58, 1()310 Prunerid~e Avenue, Cupcrttno, CA 950H 
•Su~l!~t~tl retail r nco: e~clu..ltn~t arrltcable ~rate anti lonl tue<~­
Contintn~l U S A , Alo1' h ,. I Iawali 
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-
EXPANSION SALE 
. .... 
2&% off 
with 
coli. I.D. I· 
20% to 40% Off 
. 
HI-FI COMPONENTS 
we carry such names as 
. 
·SONY - JANSZEN - BSR MacDONALD - ESS -
ALTEC LANSING - THORENS - PIONEER - KOSS 
DUAL - SAE - TANDBERG - DYNACO .... TEAC 
~ ''BRAND NEW'' ~~ IIIE BRAID ~ ... ~ -..~ ~tereo eomponents 
ft"~ -
we're expanding to another sound-room I a larger record inventorr 
DEMO SALE 
·save up tO 70% 
. 
ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS 
With Memory AS LOW AS 
a'nd Percent $ 3 9 95 
Negative Key lull 1 & Run-off key Yeor worranly 
T exaslnstruments .•• SI10.SI11-SI50 Casio fxl 0 s~ientific function 
PANASONIC CAR 8-TRACK STEREO TAPE PLAYERS 
MODEL CX-375 SUPER COMPACT 
lion . . Fri. 10 • 10 
Sat. 10 • 7 
Ust Now only $3999 
'59 .99 
... 
MODEL EAB 101 
WEDGE-TYPE TWO-SPEAKER SYSTEM 
list 
'13.99 
Now Only $gso 
11 Mechanic Street - .. Mid Town Mall"- 617 755-7575 - Worcester, Mass. 01608 
s 
DrJ 
lilY 
E 
·w 
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Aceto lets one tly as Tech's Rick Wheeler and Peter She ... r look on. 
lest the game to Trinity, 79-66. (Egerton.) 
byGrogano 
is a funny game. It's funny 
a team can play a number one ranked 
dead even for almost 40 minutes and 
out on the court the next game and 
if they had just been introduced to a 
It's not funny when you're the 
of this team - just ask Jim Herrion. 
more losses brings WPI's streak to 
losses however are particularly 
to accept especially after WPI'a sterling 
against number one ranked 
jumped out to an 18-13 lead against 
and the Engineers looked like the WPI 
that had won it's first 3 games of the 
After a Trinity time out however, the 
scored the next 7 pts. of the game 
on to take a 30-28 lead at halftime. 
outscored WPI 12-4 to start the 
half and the Engineers began to play 
own special brand of CYO basketball. 
turnovers and poor shot selection 
to transform the rest of the game 
boring route. 
lhis point however e real knock-down, 
occured and WPI's Pete Krupinsky 
James Sumler were ejected 
game. The Engineers' Ron Laliberty 
Woods were also throwp out for 
third men ln. 
all the excitement had died down 
Trinity's lead to four, 62·58. Trinity 
took advantage of WPI's over 
~-!ut and lack of poise, forcing the 
to foul to get the ball. Final score 
WPI traveled to New London, Conn. to 
play one of the best teams in the history of 
the US Coast Guard Academy. The Cadets, 
12-6 on the season assured themselves of 
their first wmning season in 18 years with a 
81 ·69 victory over WPI. 
After a close first half the Cadets began 
away from the Engineer& behind the typically 
patterned Cadet offense. WPI, lead by Peter 
Krupinsky (21 pts.) and Jim 8rennan (17 
pts.), could come no closer than 4 pts., the 
rest of the way and fell for their 12th time this 
season. 
The 4:00 o'clock starting time for the WPI 
Middlebury may have been attempt to halt a 
12 game losing streak with a change in 
routine. If It was, it didn't work as WPI went 
down for the second time in two days, 89-60 
to the Panthers of Middlebury. 
The final score does not really indicate 
how badly the Engineers played and the final 
margin could have easily been more. In what 
was perhaps their worst display of basketball 
to date. WPI shot a blistering 34 per cent 
from the floor, turned the ball over 20 times, 
and were out rebounded 57-40. It is easy to 
quote statistics after the game but WPI's 
play throughout most of the game and 
elCpecially in the 4th quarter boardered on the 
pathetic. Rick Wheeler's 29 pts. could be 
considered a bright -spot in what was 
otherwise a bad day for the Engineers. 
Yes, Basketball is funny gamell 
The JV Basketball team dropped to 6·6 on 
the season after losses to the Trinity and 
Coast Guard JV Squads. 
atmen split trimeet 
wrestling team hosted their last 
of the season last Saturday with 
and University of Hartford. Tech 
wrestling Wesleyan as their first 
Steve Barnicle won by decision 
by a spectacular 19 second pin by 
De~~IU010tn. Jim Gorman did his super 
pin his opponent in the last period. 
Ufl!lnn•~• at 158 lbs. pulled on through 
Bill Diederich Is back In the lin&-up 
ba. He pinned his man in 1 min. and 6 
John (Donut) Mangiagli showed a 
effort to draw a tie. Heavyweight Gerry 
known as Batch, won for Tech at 
The only losers of this match 
Kelm, and Winter. The 
score was WPI 29 and Wesleyan 
then wrestled U. of Hartford. 
36-6. 
that match WPI went against U. 
WPI held the lead until the 167 
and at the Heavy weight match the 
WPI 15, Hartford 20. If Arcari 
could have pinned his opponent, Tech could 
have clinched the victory by one point. 
However, the match went the other way and 
the score ended up Hartford 26, WPI 16. 
111 Barnicle 
12t B .. udoln 
134 Bryan 
142 Gorman 
160 lequento 
118 Herrington 
117 Brown 1n Thur~ton 
110 Winter 
HW"T Fruar 
pin 
dec 
dec 
dec 
pin 
dec 
dec: 
pin 
dec 
pin 
Macaecleno 
Robart• 
Northridge 
Khoury 
Oren oar 
Cont .. tabla 
Diederich 
Menalagll 
Chaneky 
Arcerl 
CWPII 
CWPII 
IHI 
CWPII 
U41 
IHI 
IHI 
CHI 
IWPII 
IHI 
a:22 
1-4 
1-2 
3-1 
1:60 
1-0 
5-.2 
3:2$ 
s.. 
6:14 
Tecp wrestles Lowell Teen away Tuesday, 
Feb. 1~ and is in a tournament Feb. 21, 22 at 
Mass. Maritime. 
At< 
Mermen split a pair 
byW.D. 
The Tech Mermen lost a close meet last 
Thursday to Trinity College 1n Hartford. 
Wilson, Letendre, Niles, and Had)i combined 
to win the first event of the meet, the 400 
yard medley relay. Hadji and O'Lear finished 
first and second, respectively, in the 50 yard 
freestyle with a winning time of 23.2 
seconds. Later, freshman h.s.'s Niles and 
Brown also finished first and second, 
respectively, in the 200 yd. butterfly with a 
winning time of 2:28.0. Freshman Ace 
&prmter, Steve Custance, placed first in the 
100 yd. freestyle with a time of 52.6 seconds. 
The final freestyle relay of Niles, Custance, 
O'lear, and anc~or man Hadjl sprinted to a 
victory wuh a time of 3:30.1. The final score 
of the meet was57.;-56 in favor of Trinity. The 
overall team performance was not at its peak 
due to illness of certain key swimmers for the 
Tech team. According to Coach " Spacey" 
Peterson though, the ill health of a few of the 
SWimmers was no excuse for the loss to 
Trinity, who had the less superior team. 
The Tech Mermen then spent a leisure 
afternoon in Boston last Saturday while 
defeating Northeastern University' s 
swimmers. The efforts of the entire team 
were made use of with one elCception - Bill 
"sorry I'm late coach" Van Herwerde. Bill 
happened to miSS the bus that was going to 
the meet and believe it or not, the coach 
didn't miss him until the meet was over. Is 
your Timex watch waterproof, Bill? 
The meet ·started off with an easy win 10 
1 he 400 yd. medley relay. Wilson, Letendre, 
Niles, and anchor man 0 1Lear won the event 
with a time of 4:09.3. Following the relay was 
the 1000 yd. freestyle event where the one 
and only Mr. ItS. Brown made a feature 
aoo~>~r,:mr.e. Brown was victorious despite 
the effects of a bad cold which swam along 
w1th him. His time was 11 :13.5, and his cold's 
time has vet to finish. The nelCt event 
sponed the team's primary psyche supplier, 
Hadji the Kid, who won the event w1th a time 
of 1·58.5.'The winning streak of the Mermen 
seemed infinite and indeed was mcluding the 
50 yd. freestyle event. Bobby Niles. with 
moro. class than ever, swam to win with a 
time of 24.2 seconds 
The Tech divers had their work cut out for 
them for Northeastern sported two elCcellent 
divers on their team. Co-captain Dave 
Salamaki captured third place in both diving 
events and displayed some dives that were 
put together so well that his nickname of 
"ouch" should be a thing of the past. 
Followmg the diving event. Tech Mermtm 
swam to five more first places. Niles won the 
butterfly event with a time of 2:25.4. Hadji 
won the 100 yd. freestyfe event in 53.2 
seconds. Barry Livingston, whO if in his peak 
performance level of training. won the 500 
yd. freestyle with a time of 5:44.8. Paul 
CraHey, receiVed recognition with his first 
place 1n the 200 yd. breast stroke, having a 
time of 2:58:2. 
The final avant of the meet was the 400 yd. 
fr'*tyle relay. Coach "Spacey" Peter10n 
gave the team a break and swam the event 
himself, aided by hil auilulnt coach, Steve 
Diguette. Fortunately, Spacey did not drO'Yn 
and he will be training the team harder than 
ever to prepare them for the next two meets: 
Brandeis University on Thursday and Tufts 
on Saturday. Brandeis University Is going to 
be a home meet so come and psyche up your 
mermen this Thursday, it will help to warm 
them up for Tufts on Saturday. 
Coach's Comment: Gosh Darnll 
IM basketball at midseason 
by Kevin Hastings 
With a little more than three weeks left 
before divisional play-oHs began. the three 
divisions are being hotly contested .. There 
are ten teams with unblemished records with 
about four others hoping for a chance to 
earn a playoff berth. 
This weeks action in Division A will knock 
at least one team from the unbeaten ranks. 
On Tuesday PSK IAl will meet SAE then on 
Wednesday, PSK will go up against PKT (A). 
This will be PKT !A)'s first real test of the 
season. Another good game in Division A 
will be SPE 111 vs. the Celts. 
Division B, with only two undefeated 
teams who will meet later this month, will 
htave the Squires meeting SP (1) on Monday. 
SP Ill suffered there first loss last week 
against the Cavs 61 -21. Another big en-
counter will be ATC 11) and LCA (1). 
Dtvision C with four teams tied for the top 
w1ll see one or two fall as BSU will play OHG 
and HBPC on consecutive days. 
This weeks action should clear up the 
playoff picture hopefully. 
PKT IAI 
SPE 111 
PSK CAl 
SAE 
Calt.a 
LCA 131 
Fill CBI 
DST 
SNOW 
TKE 
LCA 111 
Cave 
SP (11 
ATO 111 
Squlrea 
GWB 
SPE 121 
PSK 181 
Weeto'a 
P.KT CBI 
BSU 
FIJI CAl 
OHO 
HBPC 
SAP 
PKT CCI 
STA 
LCA 121 
1FT 
SP C21 
SPE 131 
Dlva.lon A 
Dlvlelon 8 
Dlvlalon C 
All records as of 2·13-7511 
5-0 
1-0 
1-0 ;.-,.. 
2·3 
1-4 
1·8 
0·8 
0-1 
•. o 
- 1-0 
4-1 
4-1 
4-2 
2-4 
2-4 
0·1 
0-6 
o.t 
1-0 
1-4 
1-4 
5-0 
2·3 
2-J 
1·3 
1-4 
1-4 
0 ·1 
0-1 
Icemen off to strong start 
by Mannie 
The WPI hock~y club began the second 
half of Its 1974-75 season with a strong 8-5 
win over Mass. Maritime at home ice at 
Webster Sq. Arena last Friday night. Feb. 7. 
Leading scorers in the game were Jim 
Sweeney scoring a hat trick, and second line 
left wing Joe Menard with two goals. In the 
net for WPI and playing his first game of the 
season was junior Warren Fairbanks with 36 
saves. 
First period action saw a number of 
breakaways for WPI. 1he second line 
combined to open the scoring early in the 
period with Menard scoring his two goals, 
assists going to center Dave Blackstone and 
left defense Roger Lacontore. Mass. 
Maritime came back late in the period to 
leave the score at 2-1 In WPI's favor. 
Jim Sweeney lengthened WPI's lead by 
scoring his first two goals, within one minute 
of each other, in the opening of the second 
period. Both goals were set up by the first 
line defensive unit, junior Ed Shea and fresh· 
man Paul Fearnside. In the final minutes of 
the period, Mass. Maritime rallied to close 
the margin to 4-3, WPI. • 
WPI put on the finishing touches to wrap • 
.up the game shortly In the beginning of the • 
third period with sophomore center Dave 
Blackstone scoring from a pass from Menard 
for Joe's third point of the game. AI Riggierl, 
2nd line sophomore, assisted from 
Blackstone and Lacontone, and Ed Shea 
with an unassisted goal tallied up one goal 
apiece. Highlight action of the third period 
came while 2nd line defenaeman Bill 
Scothon was out for two minutes for trip-
ping. Right wing Bob Fair, skating down and 
behind the net, passed out in front where 
Sweeney was waiting to put in hit short· • 
handed third goal of the evening. First score 
ended up, WPI 8 - Mass. Maritime 5. 
WPI's remaining games this week are 
Mon., Feb. 17 with Clark; Tues., Feb. 18 with 
F1tchburg State and Fri., Feb. 21 against 
Assumption, all of which are at WPI's home 
1ce at Webster~Sq. Arena. Last game of the 
season is Tues., Feb. 25 against Stonehill on 
home ice. 
TYPING FOR STUDENTS 
papers, manuscripts, etc. 
FEE IS NEGOTIABLE 
Call 754-5901, 
evenings· after 6:00p.m. except Wednesday and Thursday 
; 
Greek Winter Weekend 
February 28th - March 1st. 
FRIDAY 
Harrington Auditorium $2.00 with Tech ID 
8:00 - 12:00 
BOB SHAW 
BAKER LEE 
SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS 
THE CHRIS RHODES BAND 
SATURDAY 
In the Pub 
6:30 - 7:30 
Alden Hall 
9;30 - 12:30 
WPI STAGE BAND 
IFC PARTY 
BLANKET CONCERT with 
Larry Carsman 
& 
The Johnson Brothers 
I Steve Albino photo) 
. ' 
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